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ABSTRACT
This study of Bolivia4s National Revolution cf 1952

illustrates the effects of a peasant revolution oninequality;and
status inheritance'. It Aas hypothesized that when an exploited
peasantry revolts and overthrows the tiaditonal elite, peasants would *-
be better,off because inequality.and status inheritance would decline
as a result 'of the disappearance of the to levels of the
gtratification system. Also, inequality and status inheritance might
.eventually exceed their prerevolutionary 19vel.s because'the
revolutien,provides nett opportunities for those with educa ion,
ability, luck, or other resources. In this study, data were en
from census tracts, a survey of 1,13b leads ,cf household' in six rural
areas, and exiensive.anthropoloqical reports on each area. A model .

distinguishing between types and'extent'of inequality and status
inheritance before and after revolution was constructed. Findingsti

indicated that although the standard of living rose for most rural
Bolivilens as a result of the 1952 revolution, those irtic had 4

advantgges before the revolution usually maintained their advaqtages
afterw#d. Significant advantages included educational background .and

,',family educational status. The conclusion is that,, inequality and
status nheritance rd-emerge after revolutipp because revolutivlary
liberat44 allows previously exploited roups to make fuller use )of
human capial, phgsical capital, and resources. (Author/DB)
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REVOLUTION AND THE RE-BIRTH OFIINEQUALITY
,

1. ABSTRACT

This paper offers a verbal theory and an explicit mathematical model o1 a peasant

revolution's effects on inequality and status inheritance and tests this theory with

extensive data on Bolivia's 1952 revolutions, We predict that when an exploited peasar

revolts and overthrows the traditional elite: 1) In the short run, peasants are better

off. both inequality an status inheritance deoline. But humanaPital becomes more

try

t.

valuable and revolution does not benefit its poorest supporters as much as those who

were better off before. 2) In the long run, peasants still benefit. But revolution

provides new opportunities for those with education, ability, luck or other resources.

0

Because of this, economic inequality, educational inequality, and status inheritance

grow steadily among the peasantry. Iii many circumstances, inequality and status inheri-

tance will also groialin the society as a whole, eventually exceeding-their pre=

revolUtionary levels.

1

We test this theory with data on the Bolivian revolution of'1952. It'involved a

violent and fundamental restructuring of one of the wored's most backward societies,

destroying atone stroke a system of virtually feucial exploitation",that went back to the

L Spanish conquest of the 16th century. We have

data. withmLch to test our theory. The data,

extensive head-of-household survey,(N = 1,130),

a yast,,body of ,quantitative and qualitative

-
from six divas e' rural areas, include an

complete ettu ses,, and intensive
,

anthropological reports_on each town. To'have such data,on a society which has just
e

undergone a revolution of this magnitude is, of course, extremely rare. The data

clearly and strongly support our theory.

4
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2. THEORY: REVOLUTION AND THE RE-BIRTH OF INEQUALITY'

Probably\ the most shattering and dramatic transformation of human society is the

. .

yiolent. overthrow of traditional elites by a revolution. of the oppressed masses: Most

have occurred in the mainly rural, peasant,dominated societ'ies in-which the majority
. .

,
- ,

of mankind has lived. LOcal landlords have been dispossessed and chiefs deposed ever

since exploitative goveimments arose in advanced agrarian societie lge scale pe'a-
,

-sant revol4tions appear throughout history, in thp Peloponnese 'in 227BC, Flanders in

1323, England in 1381, France in 1789,'Mexico in 1910, Russia in 1917, China begin-

ning in 1921, BoliAria in 1952, Cuba in .1958, and elsewle re. FOr the old elite, the

1/4\consequ nceeof a successful revolution are clear. But for the mass of ordinary peo-

ple they are not. Revolutigns generallytpromise peasant's justice and at least some

relief from rent, taxes, and traditional restrictions on their movement: They

surely benefit from that and, of least, in the short run, from the more open and equal-
,

itarian society that results. But Nhether some'bdnefit more than others, and why, is

unclear. The ldng term effects ar even less clear. Does equality endure or does-

inequality re-emerge, perhaps in new apd more viralent forms? Does social mobil&ty

grow or,decline? Who benefits from the forceS unleashed by revolution and how? In

this paper we propose a theory about revolution's effects on inequality and status Jo

attainment. We show that, in the short run, a revolution can be expected to reduce

economic inequality and status inheritance, as,anticipated, but also to,benrit its

wellLtb-d6 supporters more than ifs poorer ones and to make human capital more impcirt-
.

ant-fcir all. In the long run.peas ants will still be better off but stratification

're- emerges. Economi inequality and status'inheritance grow steadill, in some cir-

cumstancep eventually exceeding their pre - revolutionary leveld. We first present thd

theory verbally and then, in the last section, develop an explicit.mathematical model

of the underlying process.

Scope ,Our theoryideals with the predominantly rural, pre-modern, peasant
1

dom-.

inated,societies in which most revolutions occurred. , We claim that it, applies to.any
(

revolution where (1) a politically and economically ,ominant traditional elite was
. .

able to expropriate a large fraction of the surplus produced by peasants 155/'

*r 4
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14 ,

control over land, forced,labor, discriminatory taxation, usury, or through monopoly

privileges in agriculture, tr.d e or go'vernment),and (2) the revolution,liberated.pea-1\
.

' _7-7-N
sants from their traditional exploitation (e.g., by destroying the, old elite's ecdno-

.
.

".

I

mic privileges, reducing taxes or interestrates, redistributing land, allow,ing freer
...

access to opporunities in farming and business; expropriating or, aettroying accumu-

lated capital, or some combination of these)., .We call this' combination of events a

radical revolution.

The predictions abOut long term effegts (Hypotheses 4 through 8) apply,more gen-
.

erally,to any social 'changes which reduce exploitationOr increase economic opportuni-

ties . This includes economic 'revollitions' which liberate, ,people frNstifling
. .

restrictions-lrincrease their productivity for technical reasons, specifically the

gradual changes' which destroyed feudalism, tie industrial revolution, the green revo-

lution in agriculture, the introductionof cash crops or a market economy in non-
-

.

market 'societies, and the 'like. It also. c'lUdes the political changes which increased

opportunities for blacks and women in the nited States, untouchables in India, Ainu

in Japan, and other minorities..

. . -

We deal
.

with.the apolitical Mass of the rural and small town population, delib-

11104
, .

rately excluding th revolution's poJ4itical and military leaders, the revolutionary

intelligencia, andother t lutionary elites. Nonetheless their ideology ank the

1
.

.

policies of the government they establish are extremely important. The peasants'.
.

r., .
1

T
gials will generally be what they,regard as simple justice -- personal (9r Communal)

.-
.

, . .. .

control over thei4, land, minimal taxation, and theright to sell teir produce on the

open market. That leads to a,predominantly market economy with peasants (or_peasant
.

communities) funoxioning essentially as small, capitalist entrepreneurs accumulating

- ,
income and property. In th4t case our model applies with full forde. But the revo-

.

I
lutionary elite may oppose tilde return to a classical peasant economy, instead pur-

suing 'more radioal and colled:iivist goals. If successful this will mean, as Wolf
r .

..:

(1966, l96) and others have
,,,!

oted, the end of a conventional peasantry and the risen
. .

-, 4 .,
, :

of a rural wOriang class, us'ual'ly employed in staie owned communal farms. Our model

(-
-

- c

J
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stilfrapplies to this case, but the changes will be slower and somewhat atte6ated, in

ways we spebify.

4,
SHORT TERM EFFECTS

Inequality

.

We are'dealing with radical revolutions whacil .
,
by definition, are ones whiCh at

'NAleast partly free peasants from their traditiona.1 exploitation and therebytimprove

their economic position at the expense of the traditional elite. Transferring reso.urces

from the rich to the poor clearly reduces inequility (as, we have defined it.) in the

society as a whole. That is, of course, typically one of the revolution's main goals,

In praetice,,the redistribution 'is often extensive. Radical revolutions often redis-

tribute land, the fundamental fi)iedsset in peasant societies, and hence redistribute

income. They usually redistribute liquid capital as weld- expropriating or destroying

rents, savings, debts, pensions, and monopolies; this redUces inequality, more so in

the rare cases where the proceeds are directly redistributed to the poor. fin many

r
revolutions the expropriation is partly inadvertent. Property is abandoned during,

the 'crisis and the collapse of the old government oft'en leads to klmatic'inflaiion

%

'which destroys the value of savings, salaries and rents; these are more damaging to

,-.,
the old rich. Taxes and rents which fall tostheavily on the poor are often reduce1

./ /
. .

.

on eliminAed. k In,pre-capitalist societies,, the mainorth of exploitation is often
%

,

-through labor taxes extracted by the state or bylandlords, and 'their abolition in-

creases the time peasants have to work for their bwn benefit, leadingto further equal-
.

ization (e.g., Burke 1971, pp. 317 - 333).' In modern times, revolutionary governments

usually establigh new health, education and welfare programs which result immajor

0
, transfers of resources to the poor and fuyther reduce inequality.

Human capital In the shor-b run we predict that radical revolutions will make
-0 . H

human capital more valuable. In practice the range df opportunities for utilizing ed-

g

ucation, knOwledge, technical skills and other forms bf human capital increases greatr

' ly. 1) Especially in Previously isolated,and traditional rural areas, rapid changes

in marketing and the expansion of tle moneyeconomy upset traditional economic ar-
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rangements and reward the adaptability, rationality and Cosmopolitan orieritations, that

education provides (e.g., Schuman et al. 1967). Literacy and elementary b keeping

skills are'valuable even in a very primitive market economy (e.g., Kelley and Perimari

1971, ;Pp. 216-220). 2) New political and economic power #reates new oPPortunitiel for

cultural brokers and gorbetweens (politiciaks, lawyers, exp diters, etc.) to Mediate

% between peasant communities and non-peasant society (e.g., ailey'1963). This re-'

quires knowledge,,contact, and linguistic and political skills. Modern revolutions

generally create numerous new positions in schools, health and welfare agencies,. the

gcvernment'bdreaucracy, and na ionalized industry. Economic gr owth, a goal of almost,

,

all modern revolutions, expands the market economy and increases employment in profes-

'

sional, managerial and clerical jobs and in transportation (Moore 1966; Kuinets 1965). ,.
Success in these requires educational, technical and linguistic skills.' 3) EducatilSnal

,

credentials often become more important quite apart from any real connection with per-
\

formance. Requiring fixed levels of education is an effective and convenient; way of

restricting access to jobs (Collins 1971), especially in the expanding bureaucracies.

4), In societies were there are severallanguages (or where the educated classes speak

.

a different dialect) skills in the dominant la cage often become more valuable after

the revolution. They give access to new opportunities in education and commerce and
10111.

are useful in dealings with the bureaucracy. Pith increasing contact between urban
t"'

and rural areas and the atrophy of the old landlord's role as intermediary, facility in

the national language helps in dealing with the police, bureaucracy, merchants and

employers.

These new opportunities Will, we predict, make educatio, technical and linguis-

tic skill;, and other forms of hurian capital more-valuable, giving a larger return in

occupatidnalstaSeus and income. Some will be able to take direct advantage of theil-

skills by self employPent, taking up more attractive and profitable opportunities than

were available before the revolution. Employers sill )lave to offer more to attract

4
skilled employees, to match thesenew opportunities in self employment. Also,the

growing number of jobs that require educatioldpad linguistic skills increases-the de-
_$

:.`t
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mand for §killed'personnel app since the supply can increase only slowly, skilled

workers will use theirimproved bargaining position to extract better offers.

es

Whobenefits? Radical revolutions benefit most of their supporters. But we pre:-

. ,

' dict /hat they do not benef-t, the poorest as much as those who already possessed

a

huma41.n orphysical capital. This is largely because human,capital is so important in

taking advantage of. the new opportunities. Those with more, already better off before

the revolution, -have a greater advantage in the new bureaucratic, 'commercial and poll-
.

tical jobs (e.g., in the Soviet Union, Khruschev 1970, pp. 18-21) and it-1 commercial

agriculture. In addition, there are typically substantial differences in the amount

and value of land peasants work before the revolution, and they are often able to

maintain or strengthen their customary rights afterWard (e.g., in Bolivia, Carter

1964); with their surplus no longer expropriated by the traditional \elite, they bene-
%

A

fit more from their advantages.

Status inheritance

Because ,a radical revolution leads to the redistribution of wealth, we predict

that itleads to less inheritance of status -- i.e., more pure social mobibity
3
-- for

those who came of age just after the revolution. Since many pre-revoluftionary
-
elite

,
, ?

,

.

. ',
,---

parents iosetheir wealth, they have less of an advantage to pass on to their children

,
whereas some poor parents gain new resources and have more to give theirs. So on the

"average there is less variation in the wealth different parents have to pass4'on to

their children and hence less status inheritance.

r

But status inheritance will not disappear. Some economic inequalities are likely

to remain after even the, most dedicated and efficient attempts at redistribution.

-Human capital remains;' education,' literacy, technical and linguistic skills and tAe

like retain or even increase their value and cannot be redistributed. The old elite

and others who were better off before the revolution have more of these resourcesiand

are able to'pass some of their skills on to their children. So an effective means of
110 7'

transmitting status from one generation to the next remains; in the short run a revo-

lUtion will reduce status inheritance but not eliminate it
4

.

A

%,
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Hypothesis r:'In the sribirt:run a radical revolution produces a more equat,
distributionof physical capii-ai,and, fin- those-o6ming of age just after -- ,

wards, less status inheritance.
, 4

Hypothesis 2: In, th&sor't run 'a radical revolution cause a shift in the
basis of stratificatbion, making human capital (education, l&mwledgel tech-
nical and linguistic skill§, etc.) a more valuable source of occupafional

k . ,

status and income.

Hypothesis 3:, A 'revolution does not immediately benefit the,poorest of
its-supporters as much.as it benefits those who possess human capital or
were able to retain.physical capital.

LONG TERM EFFECTS
, 6

Stratification among. peasants

A radical revolution allows peasants to obtain a higher return on their physical

capital since, by definition, it reduces exploitation. 1) By reducing rents Or taxes
,

on land, it allows peasants to retain more of what they produce. The destrbction of

cprvee labOr obligations -- the crucial tax in many agrarian societies -- allows pea-

sants more time to work their own land for their own benefit (e.g., an additional one

60
to three days per week in medieval Europe and three or more gays in twentieth century

V-.
1.

Bolivia; Pirenu 1936, p. 64; Burke 1971; p. 328* 2) Revolution is likely to reduce
.

the costs-peasants pay fpr good\s and services by destroying traditional monopolies on

trade, credit and justice. Monopolies allowed traditionaielites to c4arge exorbitant

prices,. even.where the revolutionary goverimeril makes no deliberate attempt to reduce

prices, competition is likely to- rive them down. ,3) Prior to the revolution
-11

peasdnts%

opportunities are oftep restricted tp the least profitable sectors of the rural economy
.

. ...... -(
,

.

However, the destr'ucti'on of serfdom, corv4e labor, and other laws tying peasants to the
\., .

/-
..1'N

land opens up new oppOrtunities. They can sell their own ptoduce and take up wage pay-
-

ing jobs in addition to agriculture, which in some; cases increases their income drama-
)

tically (e.g., Burke 1971, pp. 318-331) Some become traders and merchant middlemen,

replacing the old elite's commercial monopolies. 4) Economic change lily have the same

effects, with or without revolution. The introduction, of new cash crops or new agri-

cultural technicibes, the opening of new markets, and the,like all provide new and

i0
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profitable opportunitAs. Ending economic aiscriminafibn against blacks, untouchbles
.

Ainus etc., opensup opportunities for Ahem.

,

Thess,new opportunitiesiwill,c, we predict,_ lead to greater economic inequality
" \- 4 A

5
among peasant prOprietors.and mass -of the previously exploited popula.tio ' Even

. . . .
,

in pre-revojutienary times, peasants differ in their physical capital (e.g., siteand
,. -1

-, .
I 4

; 6

quality of usufruct landholdings), in human capital (e.g:, agricultuval or linguistic
- t

skills, education, 4c..erienoe with the'outside World), and in ability, diligefice, mot-
-

ivation, ltrck and the like. By expropriating,the surplus and restricting opportunities

,

to Use capital effectively, tIA old system prevented fort,tnate peasants from getting

the filld benefit from their advantages and so restrained the growth of inequality.

Revolution remons
,

the restraints, allowing them to take full advantage of their re-
.

. .
,

,

sources
6

. In the long run that creates steadily growing inequality among peasants and

other previously exploited groups. The fraghentary evidence now available supports

this Tied ion,(Chevaiier 1967, 2R. 178, 180-184; Craig 1969, pp. 290-291; Lenin '1920,

p.1 339; Petras and ZemeIman 1972, pp. Xii, 95-92). This le4-19. what might .be called
'

the kula_stage -- the rise----Oi'a newly enriched sector of the peasant population and

the emergence of an essentially, capitalist rural stratification system
7

. SinCe,fortu-
.

4, .

nate .peasants have itcreAingly large a4antages to pass on to their children, we pre-
.

diet that revolution will, in the long run, also.lAad to steadily increasing status

inheritance among them.' The same reasoning applies to economic revolutions and to A

_
social changes that reduce exploitation. And in fact there is eviderice that they both

increase inequality (e.g., in agriculture following the greyn revolution', Havens and

Flinn 1975),-and status inheritance (e.g., among American blacks in the last decade,

Hauser 1976).

Human capital In,the long run a radical revolution leads to'gretter inequality

in human capital among -alp peasantry -and previously exploited masses. 1) Revolution

$ 6
,

pi-'ovidesadditionalreasonsfor,. ac4 quiring.human capital. Education, linguistic skills

.
andand ether forms of 'human capital are always valuable and, as we argued, revolution if

1,
. .

anything makes them more so. Peasants can expect greater benefits from education after
,

---,

a .

'
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.

-the revolution, since they have new opportunities to use) it and they can keep,more of
.

. .

,..
.

what they earn. Investing in education therefore becomes mOte attractiyecon straight-

forward economic grounds (e.g., Mincer 1974;'Bui.ke 1971, pp. 324-330). 2) ilodtrn .

.'' .... ...,

revolutions Supply the means. Whether from conviction or because of peasant' new

political power,\revolutionary governments generally expand the school system, making
. .

,

educatibn available where it was notgefOre.' 3)
.

Educational ineTlality increases

because some,childrep benefit more than other;s. Able and motivatecr.thildren have an 4.
-6 .

'clvantage. So do,chtldren from privileged families. ThroughOut the.world, well edu-
.

. . ,

cated, high status families are much more successful in'gefting their children educ.4--t-ed
/ , . % .

. .7- . , '. r . .
,

(e.g., i tribal societies, Kelley and Perlman 1971; in sociaXs-c societies, Anderson

.1 v.i
1976, Lane 1971, pp. 107-120;. in industrial societies, T2iman and Terrell 1975);

, 7.--.

V/.
they prbvide encouragement and role models., teach lihOistic and academic'skills, A

, .

.

force,their children to work. harder, and * ipike. Schooling is4usuallyle:,pensive, .

. . .

r .. 6. -
.

'. with both direct costs (fees; supplies clothing, etc.), andoften substantial inclip.----
.
4

4,

I '

. r

ect cos.-ts n .elcome forgonelthe std lent could otherwise havea job'' or work for,
.. .

)
O

..,.

'fAmily); Perous,faMilies'can bette);"pdfford these costs. 9

as
. A .. ;

,

This growing inequality in humeri capital will; we predict,-i; the long run lead

44

to greater economic inequality
,

4
and more status inheritance among ,peasants-.- Since edu-

. j
r

cation and other forms Azf human capital' quite, valuable-, - greater ineqUality in human
.. .7 -

. capital leads to greater inequality in, income and' wealth. That we argued, leads to '

. ,

greater status inheritance: Educational changes also increase status inheritance
..,

- . . . .. , .. .

rectly As educationall inequality grows among parents 7 i.e. as.theegap between

4.. ,1'
.4'

well and poorly educated parents increases -7 it becomes.T;ore of an advantage to be
y. . ,

- '

II born into a well ellicated family. -
17 -

,
.. ,

Government intervention'A revolulonarY.goyerment can ti-y*to.restrain thee

.. ,
forces by limiting the private accumulation and\ inheritance.of capitaL. PopUlist and

,
"\ 4i0111._ ..

\ N,

middle class revolutionary parties.are unli171 to have either the ideological justifi-

.. '
. ,

.. . ...

. , ;IR '.
r .

cation -or the dedicated cadre with which' to do so; although' many s.Ocia/ist and commun-
.

,,. .
,.., ..-J .

1st governments will make the attempt'. But it, is-difficult. to-achieve. Expropriating
,

?

large landowners, lirge capitalists and foreign investment and thereby sectriug

6

I I
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'!commanding heights" of the economy will not be-enough since accumulation by th mass.

,

. of upper peasants and educated, middle class leads, we have. argued,, to inequality. To
, _

-.w.

restrain them, private capital.wiY1 have to be abolished throughout thi economy, In
,

practice this is usually accomplished by soci,alizipg the industrial economy, collect:-

ivising the land, and sometimes by.the physical extinction of the kulaks. Many more
-

people have something:to lose from that and they are not without recourse. Small busi7

. . . %
nessmeghave money and the threat of withdrawing val able services; theupper levels

. -1 - , .

4 *of the peasantry know they have much to lose; the educated middle class and party
_

> ,.

. , .

. workers newl3 ensconced in the bureaucracy will want to secure their advantage by ac7

1

,cumulating wealth. To fully overcome this opposition requires from the party's cadres
t

a level of commitment, dedication and resistance to temptation that is difficult to

maintain over the year; it also requires an. extensive and efficient bureaucratic ap -'c

e . e f

parqus Which can extend its control to the.very grassroop, something few societies

have ever possessed.' China's.cultural revolutionfmay, in part, have been an attempt

to overcome thi's opposition and prevent the re-emergence of inequality (e.g., Yiieh

1976) but even in China the costs were great, opposition strong, and success uncertain;

other examples are not easy to find:

But the abolition of rivate capital is not in itself enough to prevent the long

term growth.of inequality since much (indeed most) of it arises from differences*in

education, skills: language and other forms of'hurgan capital which are almost .immunTto

.fi

redistribution: Human capital*is crucial: . to run even.a moderately complex' society

requires alfeduSatgaeiite 2- business, industry and government require a variety of

administrative and 'technical skills, and evep:farming and small trading are greatly
, .

.

facilitated bentINIVy, bookkeeping and specialized technical skills. _Ignoring these
* _

* 1-

skills in favor of political or equity considerations is exceedinglyi costly (e.g.,

schev 1370, pp.* 18 -21); to date only China has systematically and persistently

OPP
attempted it after the revolutionary government was firmly established and the threat

of counter-revolution past. Nor can,governments effectively prevent.human capital

from being passed from one generation to the next without draconian Changes in the
k.

family. The knowledge, values, culture and language skills acquired in elite homes

S.
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give theii, children an enormous and enduring advantage in socialist as well.as capi-.

4

talist societies (Anderson 1976; Duncan, Feathdrman and Duncan 1972, Chs. 3, 5, 6%

Lane 19 , Ch. 5); discriminatory adMissions policies for higher education and goy-
,

ernment cap somewhat reduce the advantage but not eliminate it, save at enormous cost.

Thus a'revoiution that is able to abolish private property will slow the long term
I

growth of inevalityand status inheritance but will not prevent it.

Stratification in the society-Ls a whole
0

A radical revolution will, we argued, in the long run create more inequality and

status inheritance among peasants and' thepreviously exploited rural masses. Its of -,

fects on inequality and Status inheritance in the society as a whole are less clear.

But we will argue that,they first decrease and then remain low for a period; in most

circumstances they then increase steadily-and, in some circumstances, eventually ex-
.

,ceed their pre'-revolutionary levels. * It
_-

. $

Economic development increases inequality. Even if everyone retains thesame

relative position, it increases the abpsolute size of the gap.between rich and poor and

therefore increases inequality as we have defined it ; if, -for
)
example, the introduc-

tion of new oash crops doubles everyone' incomeit also doubles the gap'between poor

peasantt and rich merchants, so the peasant has,twice the obstacle to overcome if he

is to live as we'il as a merchant and a peasant's son has twice the handicap to oyer-

come if he is to catch up with a merchant's, son. In additibn, anyone -- townsman as

well as peasant -- with physical capital, human capital,, or other advantages will be

better able to take advantages of th1111 new opportunities opened up by economic develop-

ment. That increaSes'ineqUality both relatively and absolutely.

,

The benefits that revolution provides for peasants and the exploited rural masses

will at first decrease inequality in the society as a whole. Peasants' income, wealth
o

and human capital almost always begin well below the average for the whole society;
.:,

,-,

6,
the commercial and administrative sectors in rural towns and most urban groUps are

,,,_

. .Markedly better off to begin with. The revolution reduces exploitation, improving all

- peasants' economicposition arid moving them closer to the mean. That reduces inequal-
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'ity
9

. . Most peasants go no further. But those with physical or human capital or other

resources Will continue to improve their position, especially if the revolution is one

which produces economic development. As they draw closer to the -mean, inequality conT.,
r's

tinues to decline. But as they pass the mean in increasing numbers, inequality first

getstabilizes and then (depending on how many pass it and how far they ) may increase
h

,

So there is a standard sequence following the revolution. 'inequality first de-Clines
4

1

and then stabiliz If peasants continue.to improve their economic position, the

declining phase 1 sts longer but eventually inequality begins to increase again and

0

'may' exceed its pre-revolutionary level.

low far along this sequence a society gets depends not only on what happens tb the

peasants but on how high the mean is to begin with and how it 'subsequently changes.

1) Most pre-revolutionary peasant societies are very poor, with a small sdrplus

tractedratinyelite.The average is low,and, other things equal, that makes it
4

easier to surpass; the society will then go through the sequence ckly, more often

reaching the stage where inequality increases: In richer societies (e.g., Eastern

Europe following the communist revolutions), peasants, have further to go and the soc-

iety passes along the sequence more slow* 2) The average depends A what happens

ilk
to the urbn population and the post-revolut ary elite; that reflects the power and

,.

ideology of the revolutionary-leadership, 4he society's economic and administrative

+capacity, international political and economic restraints, and a variety of other fac-

4
. ' J'y

tors beyond the scope of our theory. Other things equal, where urban incomes are stag-
-

nant t1M society will pass along the sequence more rapidly, since it is er for
..k

peasants to reach tit mean. If urban incomes grow, there are conflicting tendencies.

.., .,i,

The improvement i9 rich peasants' positions tends to decrease inequality for a longer

'

p4riod (it takes longer to catch the growing mean) but poor peasants fall even further

behind, which increases inequality. The effects on the society as a whole depend on

the magnitude of these changes and the size of the groups involved.

There may be further redistribution after the revolution, which affects inequal-

ity. Particularly where there is no sustained economic growth, gains by rich peasants

15
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are someone else's losses. If they gain entirely at the expens' of the elite, there

will be more equality. Butsin practice, their gains,will most likely be at the cost/.

poor peasants and lower and middle classes in the towns. As rich peasants take

over marketing, credit and middleman functions, they diSplace middle and lowtT class

urbanites; liberated peasants'compete for desirable urban jobs. Successful peasants

will produce cash crops more efficiently, undercutting poor peasants' market positions

and driving -Chem off the land. When rich peasants begin to pass th ean, inequality

will eventually increase so long as these gains are mainly at the expense:of groups,

below the average (or, of course, if they are a no one's expense).

...,'
.

A revolution's effects on inequality in t e society s a whole thus depend cru-

cially on the speed of economic development, the economic position of urbap groups and

the post-revolutionary elite, and government policies toward .ccutyilation. We predict

that inequality will increase most dramatical134when the revoluti n generates economic.,

development (which directly increases .tnequality) andwhere the entire society was

poor to begin with (since rich peasants exceed the mean sooner). Since modern revo-'

lutilns in poor,societies (e:g., Mexico in 191.0,'Bolivia in 1952) almost always pro-
w

most economic development, we predict that they will eventually create more inequality

than existed before the revolution unless governments take strenuous efforts to pre-

vent it. The scattered evidence now available suggests that inequality does increase

° (e'.g., Wolf '1956). We predict that economic revolutions -- the decay of feudalism,

the industrial revolution, the introduction of,cash crops and a money economy in pre-
.

market Asian and African societies, the green revolution in agriculture, etc: -- will

in the long run cause greater inequality since they lead to economic development; the

evidence indicates that they do (Kuznets 1965, pp. 275-277). In contrast, we predict.

that clagsical peasant revolutions in' traditional societies where urban areas remain

much richer than the countryside and no econoM10Vdevelopment results will reduce in-

, equality (e.g., ,in the Peloponnese in 227BC, Punjab in the late nineteenth century).

Changes in status inheritance in the society as a whole will, we predict, par'allef?

changes in inequality for the reasons set out earlier.

16
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-

Hypothesis 4: the long run, peasants are better off after a radical
tevolution.

) -
Hypothesis 5: By allowing,them to morp fully utilize their resources,
in the long run radical revolutions 'se loose forces'which tend to produce- k

steadily increasing economic inequality among peasants.

Hypothesis In-the long run, radical revolutions produce increasing
educational inequality among peasants. k

Hypothesis 7: Among peasants, radical revolutions create forces which,
tend in the long run to produce more status`inherVance both through
economic,advantage and through education.

Hypothesi,a.8:" In the,society as a whole, inequality and statTs...int)eri-

tance will first decrease following a radical revolution, then stbbili e
then (a) remain low wherd.non-peasants remain well off and there is n
economic development in the countryside but (b) steadily increase an
eventually exceed pre-:revolutionary levels in poor societies where thete
is substantial economic development in the countryside.

FORMAL MODEL

Short term effects

-We have defined radical revolutions as those which reduce the evloitation of

peasants. Since peasants are poor and exploiters rich., that clearly reduces the stan-

Z

lard deviation, our measure of inequality. For people coming of age shortly after the

revolution -- before-inequality has had a chance to re-emer e L--'this decline in in-

equalAS,I Should, we will show, lead to less status inheritance (i.e. more pure motel-
. %
ity). A detailed argument is..given elsewhere (identifying reference, forthcoming).

B.Lefly we atsume that a son'sJor daughter's) occupatiorial status is determined only

by his human capital (education, knowledge, skills in clanguage, war, rdfig, etc.),
. .,,

. ..

.

his physical capital (wealt
.

h, land, cattle etc.), andby ;,;arigus'oger things (luck,

strength, ability, etc.) which are uncorrel ed with his father's occupational status.
4

We assume that all relations are, to a reasonable approximation, linear and additive°
- .

so that

r-
(1) STATUS

s
h HUMANCAP

s
+'w WEALTH

s
+ OTAER

1

where STATUS is the son's occupational status, HUMANCAP
s

is the son's human capital,
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.
t

,. T

WEALTH
s

i.s his wealth and other physicafcapital, handd 1,!., are constantE4 and OTHER'
1,,

,-

measures other factors. His human and physical capital are in, turn determined by his
.

' ; t'- .

fathe'r's human and physical capital and by ability, motivation, lurk, arid ether fac-

tors uncotkrelated with his father's'occupatibn,,i.e.
e

L

(2) HUMANCAP
s

= h
fh

HUMANCAP
f

-I- PI

fw
WEALTH

f
1- OTHER

2

WEALTHs = wfh HUMANCARit wfw WEALTHf -I- OTHER

. *- 4.
'where HUMANcAPf and WEALTAIdare father's human and physicaLcapital, the h's and w's

.. t

- r .

are constants, and the OTHER's measure other factors uncorrelated with father's capi-
, i T.J. '.

.-

tal or status. The correlation, rfs,ss, 'between father's and,son's occupational

status, the usual,Aleasure of status inheritance, is obtained.by substituting these in
0

equation (1), multiplying both.sides by father's status, summin4rov'er tilt whole popu-
0

lation and dividing by N gioqing (where we have assumed withOut loss of generality that

all variables are measured 'a's deviations froth their means):

.////'
(3), res2:4"._=zfs:,ih a hfh h -I- wfw w. + rfs,fw fw hfw h 1-, wyw

ss

afw ( .
a

4'

fh
,

ass

'0 where the subscripts £s, fh, and fw refe to father's status, human capital, and

wealth respectively and ss..to son's status.
u

The OTHER4s have dropped out since they

,are uncorrelated with father's status. All terms in (3) are positive since we assume

that having capital is always beneficial (so the)lower case constants are all posi-

tive) and that the correlations between father's status and his human capital and

physical capital respectively are pAiiive; we also assume that the range of occu-

pations open to sons is fixed by the occupational Structure, or at least changes only

slowly, so that a is approximately, constant. ,-ItAlollows directly that rass
fs,ss

be smaller -- i.e. there will be less status inheritance -- whenever human capital or

°

physical capital is more equally distributed in the father's'generation since that

means af.w is smaller. That
12

gives the second art of Hypothesis 1. The converse,

that increasing inequality in father's human

. inheritance, is used later in Hypotheses 7

Hypotheses 2 and 3 follow .from.the familiar model of occupational attainment as

ysical capital leads to more status

a sorting process (Thurow 1975). Candidates for jobs differin various.ways (human

lad
.
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.capital, wealth, ability, motivation, etc.) which make some of them more 'suitable'

than others. Jobs also offer various rewards (money, ,pz=,estige,, interest, etc.) which

make some more desirable than others. Getting a job is then like a marriage market;

except for'a good deal of luck and confusion, the most suitable candidates get the

best jobs (they want those jobs and employers prefer them to less suitable candidates)

and the less suitable candidates get the joorer jobs (the better jobs are already

taken and the better candidates are already employed): Hypothesis 3 follows on the

assumption that revolution,doesn't change this basic process simply provides new

slots and removes the old elite from the'top of the queue, opening up new places for

e , A ,_1
, .-- -) ,

everyone else. Hypothesis 2 essentially claims that revolutions produce 'changes in
1

the kinds of jobs available and in the criteria for filling them 7: education and

linguistic skill ecoping more important on both counts -- which make candidates with
., .

, 1 ' ,

such skills more desirable to employers Kor more successful in self employment) and

hence able to obtain/better jobs and higher pay.

Long term effects

We will develop a model of -a 1-.Vical revolution's effects on income and the accu-

mulation of wealth, and hence on inequality and status inheritance. Hourly rates of

pay for unskilled workers before the revolution, pay
u
are determined y various pro-

'

duc ion.and supply conditions, employers' monopoly powers, geographi restrictions,

(w i h, e.g., pre?ent pe s from takir'ig up trading and urban jobs ordMoving to high

wage areas), and the 1 ke. We assume that wage rates'also depend on human capital

(HUMANCAP) and on motive ion, ability, luck and the like (call them OTHER) which. can

to a reasonable approxima IO41 be combined into a singl' aggregate resource (HUMAkAP+

OTHER) with wages proportional to it
13

. The return to this combined resource re-
.

ti

fleets both the economic return and the costs imposed by restrictions; the'type and

location of work' peasants are allowed,to undertake, employers' monopoly powers, and

the like,` Wage rates for all worker's are then pay
u

+ pay %(HUMANCAP+OTHER) , all

workers receiving Pay
u

and skilled workers receiving a bonus,proportional to their
. e

resources. For simplicity we assume that this is the same Oroughout the life cycle

19
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but otherreasonable assumptions te.g., Mincer 1974, Ch. 1) would lead to the same
...

. , '
i c

qualialtative conclusions, By reducing the costs imposed' n pay
u
and pay

s
a revolution

.'
.,.

.

increases both components oi workers' pay.
: `. . ', , . 1

Earnints depend on the number of hours worked for pay. Yearly earnings, EARNED,

1w11l be hourst6rked for pay times the wage rate, aess.any per capita taxes (e.g.,....

I, 4':. head taxes) or in all:

(4) -0EA tiED --:- hours pAyu + pay(HUMANCAP+OTHER) - headtax
.

.

.

i.
f

= hours-Pay ,.- headtax + hours .pay .'(HUMANCAP+6THER)
u s

,

:.,
.

Th4e second line separates earnings into a part that is the same for everyone (unskilled

'wades minus head taxes) and a part that depends on the worker's human capital and other

resources. Labor taxes (cofimon in quasi-feudal societies) simply subtract some hours

from those worked for pay; taxes that are, taken all together, approximately a fixed

proportion of income'(e.g., some combination of progressive, flat rate, and regrpss-

ive taxes) aiso in effect subtract working hours. Revolution in an exploited peasant
D

countryside will reduce taxes, effectively increasing the number of hours worked for

pay'and hence increase earnings and the variance in earnings, i.e. increase inequality.

Wealth is simply, accumulated savings from the past plus inherited wealth, both

invested at interest. Assume that people save approximately a fixed percent (call it

OP

save) of both their wage income and the interest (call it int) they earn on accumulated'

capital. Then wealth in the n
th

year of someone's working life, WEALTH
n

, depends

t

simply on their accumulated wealth fromthe past, )S14.4,TH
n-1'

on savings from inter-
-'-'4

4
est, save.int.WEALTH

n-
.

1'
and on savings from the year's wage earnings, s'eNi.p..EARNED,

a .

giving:.

(5) WEALTH = WEALTH
n-1

+ siveintWEALTH
n-1

+ saveEARNED

= (1'+ saveint) WE4tLTH1171W4 saveEARNED J

By induction, wealth at time n can be expressed as a function of Inherited wealth,

WEALTH
o
, and the accumulated savings from each year in the past:

20
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.
;

t
'

(6) WEALTH = (l+saveint)n WEALTH
o

f.(ltsave:int)---
n lsave,EARNED

+
. ... _.

.

. .

(l+save.int)n- ?save-EARNED +... + save.EARNED
, .

. .

I n
(1+S' ave%int)n-1. 4

.

(11save.int) WEAL H
o

+
Ant

ourspay
u
- headtax) +

. .

(r+save.int).
..4) int

hours pay OHUMANCAP4OTHER) .

.,

The second line is obtained by summing 4k geometricseries
10

4k and then substituting the

1
4.

earnings expre sion from,(4) and simplifying. It give current wealth explicitly
,

%.
ti.

terms of the accumulated advantages from inherited wealth (first term), plus the ac-
_. . .

. .

cumulated savings everyone will have from their'labor (second term), plus the accurnu-

O

. ,

capitallated savings froFothe bonus paid to-wprkes with human p and related resources

- 4 _
.

Tbtal yearly income from all sources inthe (n+l)th year, INCOME
d+1

, depends on

the same factors. It is simply the interest earned on the wealth accumulated in pre-
.

.

,

(third term).

vious years 'plus the amount earned by working,during the-current year or, from (4)

(7) INCOME
n+1'

= int.WEALTH
n

+ houi's.lhy '-headtak + hours pay .(HUMANCAP+OTHER)

The first term is the return from accumulated wealth, the second is the income every-
,

one earns by working, and the third term is tile bonus earned by workers with human

capital or other resources.

'A radical revolution increases peasants' wealth and income (Hypothesis 4). It

4

reduces taxes (headtax is smallertafterwards or, for proYortional taxes, peasants in

effect have more-hour§ to work on their own account); thataincreases the second com-

ponent of both wealth and income. By destroying.the old elite's monopolies, removing

restrictions on geographic mobility, allowing peasants to fake up a wider range of

jobs, or the like it increases both-payand pax : that increases 'the second and

.

third components of both wealth and income. New opportunities and incentives for pea-,
, 4.4

..i.

.

sants to invest in human capital increase the fhird component.' Revolution may allow

peasants to use their'physical capital omore effectively, Which increases the interest
. - 4.

rate and therefore increases,all three components of wealth and the first component,

ofincome. Anything that increases wealth (course-Increases the first compone t of

1

Jr-21
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,,,_

!

. .

',income in subsequent years. -

.... ,

.

.

Inequality is -the lleandard deviation of health (equation 6) or income (equation
15. -

3). It will,ge greater whenever any of the coefficients of the first component on
.

the
V

.,..

;

. e
thir componen/ are:higher

15
. Even'when everyone, bentfits from an increase, people ...

with i'rited wealt h, human carita'l or other resources will. benefit more than otHers
v

and inequality will ,inp-ease: a'n iltrease in the rate of' saving or in the inter- ,
/

est rate progUces greater inequali,ty'in wealth Ctho'se'-whoipherited lealthliget a
XP

, L
''.

larger teturn from it. and people lth human capital get more from savings) and,qn
...

subsequent years, in income. A increase in the pay of-s1 giLled workers or in the

N. : .
. .

.

number of hours worked fdr pay greatly increasesiinequality,in wealth afid income since 4
. ,

,
. r

, .

those benefits go disproportionately to people with'humangFapital and other resources.
4' a * -

As we have seen, ere lution-increases all of these. With higher returns available on

sa ..., ...

human capital, asants have more reason to invest;, the varianee_in human capital is
,

likely to increase as, well, if, onlY'because educationTkends in ability and ;piny
.. 40...

A ,

_background. Both increase'the iariance intbe third component of wealth and income, 0

1...

and hence inequality. Inequality also increases When the variance in inherited wealth.
. ..

.
.

goes up; more inequality, among post-revolutionary ,fathers ensures7that, ,These are
a.

the claims underlying Hypottsis,5. 0

.

'Revolution, makes investment in eduCation more attractite by increasing the returns,,,
, .

.
,--

, and ..<,

pay
s
-, reducing the tax; paid on'tAsie returns, d increasing profits from investing

'.'-'
- .

them. Hence fathers devote more 'of 'their, wealth-to Paying for their gon's education
..... 4 . 41 44'

and invest more time and effort-in transmitting their cultUraikills;- sons more fully

' 4. N .

exploit their ability and other resources which enable'them to acquire education (so
..

in equation 2, h h affd OTHER '11 be,darger). SioCe'sonrs abilitie..1 arid father's
t,/ ..fh' fw

human and physical 'capital are't emselvos°Unequally disti,ibuted (especially after the
e

revolution), the variance in son's education (cothputed from equation 2) will increase.

This is the claim made in Hypothesis 6.'

Hypothesis 7 follows fro- m Hypotheses 5 and 6. together with equation (3). Revo-,010

lution increases ineqOality among fathers, -1..e. o and q
fw,

and that inc e s status

2

A
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hesis 8 follows from a simple-model. As a rough approximation we can ima-

gine that there are foun classes in the society as a whole -- peasants and pther mem-

,(

..---

bers of the rural masses who have no appreciable human capital, peasants et al. , with
1-, i , 6 --

human capital, the working and middle class populatiob of the towns, and the urban'

.

elite -- and that within etcip class everyone has th,same wealth and income. Suppose .

.

.
,..

the classes have nr n2, n
3

and n
4
members respectively and that the wealth oleach

N
member is wvw2, w3 and w respectively.--Then-the average income (or wealth) in the

14,,

L------ N. f .

Soclety as a whole is simp -ly the .weighted average for afl four classes. ,Incbme irreq--,

uality is just the standard deviation of income, which is a mple function. of the

i i
squared deviation from the mean,E(nw - mean)

2
. Before' the revolution all peasants

,

4 .
. i

,

,
I

aie poor, the elite is rich and the town population is somewhere in between. Revolu- :

A
tion makes the elite poorer and peasants richer, bringing everyone closer to the mean

t . /

s
.

: .

and reducing inequality. Peasants'with human capital then tegin to improw the
-,--";--

,

- tionsteadily, which further reduces inequality when they are still below he Means

has little effect when they are near the mean, and eventually increases 'inequalily

.--

bcive the-bean. Whether they get that-far depends on how high the mean waSthey ris

to start with, how much richer they -get, and what happens to the meanwhile all this
..% - . i

. .
is going on. If the mean was low at the beginning, the revolution leads to steady

2 t -

economic development in the countryside (so peasants with capital continued to grow

richer), and the town dwellers and urban elite's wealth did not grow, then many rich
.,-- . .

-
peasants will exceed the mean, InIquarl.ity in the society will increase and may even-

tually exceed its pre-revolutionary value, particulaviy when town dwellers and the
)k, (

.
/

elite are a small part of the total population. Without steady economic development
....

and where'there is a large gal; between peasants and the rest of the society, inequality

will remain low. These arethe'claims of Hypothesis 8. Ii other situations there

are conflicting tendencies; the-outcome diJPAding on which are s er. adore complex

models with more classes and wealth d4Anctionswithin.ciasses lead to thsame qual-

itative conclusions:
A /

4
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SECTION 3. DATA: THE BOLIVIAN NATIONAL REVOLUTION OF 1952;

1
This'seotiu presents a quantitative study of theffects of a major political

revolution on social stratification. The B 1 lan'National Revolution of, 1952

involved a violent and fundamental restructuring of one of the world's most

'backward societies, desttoying at one stroke a system which had exploited the
,

, A

peasant masses in almost feudal terms since the Spanish eonquet in the 16th
.,,

centurty.,. We have a vast body of quantitative_ and qualitative data on the reVolution;
to

7. -

the
,

data, frOm six diverse rural areas, inclilde a very extensive head-of-household
4

surviy' (N=1, 130), complete censuses, and intensive anthropological field reports

eit .
on each ,town. TO have-such data on a society which:has)just undergone a revol,ution

\,,,,..

of this magnitude is exceedingly rare and valuable. .0n the basis of these data
.., .. 2.\.

. .

we will provide a rigorous, quantitative' test of the theory presented in the 'last'
.

/ f m

-section`and, in the process, provide a.description of some of the effects of a.

. - ,

,radicai revolution on the lives of ordinary people, a matter of considerable
o '.-

. -interest and about whip little is known. We first present a description of
/. , . --..

---,
. the background and setting of the revolution, then a description of our data

and method -then an analysis of tife'revolutifin's4fects on status inherita ce,
f

0 I
and final an analysis of some other consequences of rev ution.

BACKGROUND

Social and economic setting

The Bolivian Nationar.Revolution'of 1952 was a 04ofdund political, economic,

and social revolutionyin one of the most backward of third world societies.

Prior to the revoluotion, Bolivia liad a peasant subsistence economy with a small

4

export mining sector; even by 1965 it'had a gross domestic product per capita

of only $132, second lowest in the westerp hemisphere (Paukert 1973). It was

ruled by a white elite who, assisted by mestizos (cholos), ran the country for

the Tin Barons and the leading latifundistas. Its pattern of land tenure was

24
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probably the, most unbalanced in Latin America; over 90 percent, of the oultivated

- -

lands were held in estates of one thousand:he4, ctares Or more°,,and these estates

were owned by only 6 pertent of the total number of landowners. The bulk of

)
the Population'was'in subsistence agriculture where ,914.41percen-q of the landowners

owned only 8 perceht of ,the total cultivated land.

Bolivia was also a typital example of an ex- colonial third world area with

a small,white European-orientvd elite ruling an exploited native maSS: In

this dIdal social system, almost'half the nation spoke only non-Europpan_lailguages.

.

°

Even the b ingual and Spanish-speaking half was only partly integrated into

the sotie . Wel over two-thirds of the entire population was illiterate.

The major]. y of ndians were squatters on the-large latifundias, gdtting use

of usufruct and in return for providing the hacendado who owned the estate

with free 1 bor., do addition* this free labor tax, known as colonato, the

Bolivian Indian and cholo agrarian mass (who made up, over 70 percent of-the. active

labor force) were also subjected to a tax of personal Service, also based on

V
their access to thethacendado's usufruct land. This System of personal servitude,

known as'ponqueaje, saw 'the exploitation of the landless peasants in allnost

classic feudal terms. They were yequired to provide almost unlimited. service

to the hacendado and his family.

Even free Indians living on their own communally &fled lands were effectively

exploiteeby the elite through direct government taxation. Special discriminatory

taxes on coca, head taxes on landowning Wiens, and finally excessive corvee

labor obligations were used to tax the resources of those Indians beyond the

reaoll'of the private landowner.

Brutal and exploitatitre as the system was,sit was fUlly supported by the

Peasant protests and rebellions were ruthlessly suppressed, Indians

were denied access to arms, and-garrisons of federal troops were located in

all the rural areas to enforce the will of the local white and cholo elite.

25
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Given their large pool of free labor and the artificially high prices paid

.

,forfararproducts,.the rural landowners were unwilling to invest in'indreased

4.

prod:lon, since they could secure adequate profits' without investment of
'

B.capital. Thus,'whil

was still.engaged.in

. the gross national-product (SEPAL 1958, p. 41). The baCkwardness cif-local
or ,

.. ,
, 4,

agriculture,was such that 19 percent of Boliyian imports by 1950 were for agri-

e 72 percent-of the economically active population by1950 '.

.----, .

agriculture, agriculture accounted, for only 33 percent pfe
cultural products, many of whicWw re traditional subs'i'stence crops consumed

'in'the Andean highlands only. .: .
f .

. 0

WAreolittie indusiry e*ised in 11(41i4a by 1the time ofthe Revolution was ,

/ ckritift..t /.

of a minimal kind, being tonfirked excIlvely td-lig4t urban industries and

semi-finiihtg of local agricultUral productA This industry *bsorbed only
-

, 0

44

44 percent bf the economicaily,act

a.

ulati4n and accoupted for only 9 percent

of the GNP. Not only was mappfacuring.o minor import ce to the internal

,-
economy in 1950),/but it appears from'almost all indic ors'that even In this

44

sector there was a steady decline in productivity from ,pedk production petiods
C

of World War II.

The )feart of the national e nomy was the great tin mines* but they only

employed a fraction of the abor force, and had little linkage impact
.

of multiplyin

0

effect on the rest of tDe economy. From consoli ion of the 'industry in/
the 260's ,and 1930's, there had been an ever steadier concentration into the

. ,..
.

.
, ete

hands of the Ag,Three Companies (Patino,,
. . .

..:.

.... - -71.40..,...,,. and an increasing

decapitalizatiQn es higher grade ores gave out and cheaper producers from Africa

407

and Indonesia entered the market. Bolivian producers invested ,huge Sums outside

Bolivia,after 1945 pd the industry was d&clining by 1950.

Politics

B livia had a rather conventional type of 19th century liberal parliamentary

regime until 1930. From 1880-19p a series of liberal and consefvatiye civilian ,

.
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upper class parties had ruled the nation. But in the midst of the crisis of the

ti Depression, desperate politicians had initiated war with Paraguay. The resulting

Chaco War of 1932-1935 seriously disrupted national political life. Over 100,000

men were captured, missing or died in the Chaco War and vast amounts of territory

were lost to:Paraguay. The-defeat caused the collapse of the old political
.

-

structure, the return to'military governments, and finally the rise of revolutionary

populist and Marian parties. Ore such party, the Movimiento Natcionalista

RevoluCionario (MNR), finally dominated all the others by the mid-1940's, after

NalOmating its nationalist middle class support to the radical wing of the

.

'labor mo ,Tnent, the Mine.workers. Following a series of major revolts, the MNR

fully seized power in April, 1952, After much fighting in,which estimated

O

600 persons were killed, MNR-Jcivilians, police And miners succeeded in overthrowing

the n ational, Army. With the victory, the MNR quickly moved to destroy the power

of the did regime. The major tin min's were nationaliz edy the Army temporarily

abolished (with the entir office corps exiled or imprisoned), and workers,
,-

minerscivilian and finally Indians were given arms. Though the mine workers

'and urban middle class elements which made the revolution'were not interested

in land reform as a. major issue, the radical wing of,the MNR, plus the Indians

themselves, forctd the issue. With arms in their hands, the peasants vent about

destroying work records and other elenfents of the hated ponqueaje and colonato

s
;stem. Hacendados were killed or fOrced to leave, the big houses on the estates

c

2

were 'sacked; and the classic peasant revolts r.pped throUgh the rural areas.

,Under this pressure, the new revolutionary g vernment accepted the inevitable

sand aboli4J.ied the old regime, granting de facto and eventually de jure rights

Sand fore ll the ex- co]onos of Bolivia. In one stroke a system of exploitation

that went back to the Spanish conquest of the 16th century vas destroyed forever.

5,

_Adding to this total reorganization of the rural economy, the government provided°

-universal suffrage to the Indians for the first title an repuplican history,

2'



encouraged them to organize, and finally began to deliver social and educational

.

services to the peasant masses for the first time in nAtional:history.w

An unexpected revolution was also effected in the urban middle class which

had initially supported the 1952 Revolution. 4 fantastic inflation from 1952

1956, the highest in the entire world at that time, virtually Wiped out.the

rentier and propertied urban classes who were dependent upon fixed incomes.

Along with the hacendados, the urban middy class also suffered heavilyirs a

result of- the Revolution.

While the post-1952 regimes have represented all aspects of the political

spectrum, fromfrom right wing military regimes to popular, labor dominated governments,

the basic socio-economic revolution initiated in 1952 has not been changed.

Land has been effectively redistributed, the mines and the foreign petroleum

industry have been nationalized. EdUcation and welfare have been massively

supported and Indians have held real and effective political and even military

power for the first time since the Conquest.

gi;

But-the revolution has only been partial. While the dominant export industry

was nationalized, and the state accounts for the bulk of economic investment,

capitalism itself has been left to thrive. In the.rural areas, although communal

landowning was sanctified, de facto patterns of private ownership were' allowed

to develop. Thus the Bolivian National Revolution can be considered a partial

socialist revolution, in which private'property and to some extent the class

structure have been preserved, even as the State has become the largest source

. of investment and salaried income.- Also-, as in Mexico; while the law of the land

decrees a tyke of modified socialist agriculture with inalienable communal land-

,:

owning groupings, the reality has been to introduce privatecontrol and actually

move Bolivian agriculture from the feudal pre-1952 pattern into a pattern gore

approximating modern capitalist agriculture. At.the same time, r social

structure has changed from the simple two Class system of landlord and-peasant
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to. a complex multi -class regime.

,
f

Thus while Bolivia is not a Cuba or a China, it definitely has t muckkin
1

icomron with both. In many ways it cad be considered either an arrested socialist

-*revolution, or as a type of modified capitalist revolution in a felittal society--

at least as far'as the rural economy and social order are concerned. In either

case, it clearly experienced a profound and violent-Sticial revolution which

has changed in'a short period its traditional Class structure.'

(Further details are given in Klein 1969 and also Klein 1968, 1971a, 197115;

Carter 1971; Malloy 1970; McEwen 1975; Muratorio 1969; Reyeros 1949; and Thorn 1971).

DATA AND METHODS

To have extensive quantitative and qualitative data on a society which

. has'just had a social revolution of this magnitude is exceedingly uncommon;

the data on stratification that we have are by far the best and most extensive

available for such kocieties. Given the violence and the anti-foreign bias of

most major social revolutions, there is generally no possibility of obtdining

extensive survey data.. But.because the Bolivian Revolution received massive U.S.

aid, it has been uniquely receptive -Co American researchers (inclpding one of

the authors, who has spent several years there and has extensive, diverse and long

establisheentacts). Researchers have been able to study Bolivian society .

4

to a degree gpusual'in underdeveloped societies and unique in those in the midst
.

of violent social revolutions. And of all these studies, without doubt the

most complete social survey ever undertaken was a study by the Research Institute

for the Study of Man sponsored ,by the Peace Corps. in 1964-66 and kindly made -41

available to us by Vera Rubin and Lambros Comitas. It includes ethnographic

field work in six representati'e rural areas, a census of all inhabitants of the

areas, armed an extensive social survayof 1',130 heads of hobseholds. The social

survey includes detailed information, bOth current and retrospective, on strati-
.. J.*

fication, politics, and related topics; it is our main source of. quantitative

23
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data.

The data available in this study allowus to test many,but not all of our

theoretical predictions: The heary,Qf_the theory deals with the effects of a radical

revolution on inequality in one generation and the inheritance of status from one

generation to the next. 1) We have, appropriate retrospective data to measure status

;

inheritance before, around the time of, and after the revo' ti, The data include

detailed information on father's occupation and father' education (the conventional t

and appropriate measuresof family background), and respondent's education and

first job (the comparable information for the next generation); these are the classical

variables this type of research (e.g. "Blau and Duncan 1966, and virtually all

subsequent work in this, now &mina , paradigm). Older cohorts completed their

education and started their careers b fore the revolution, somewhat younger men did

so in the revolutionary period,'and the youngest cohorts went through the same stages

in the life cycle after the olution, sowe can measure status inheritance before,

during, and after the revolutiOn and so test our predictions about revolution's

effects on it. 2) But we haye no such retrospective information on incomeft standard

of living or wealth; retrospective information on such things is notoriously unreliable

under the best and simplest of conditions and ina suspicious, peasant society with

few written accounts and great fear of'tax collectors, it is simply out of the

question: So we/unfortunately cannot test the predictions about changes in'inequality

within a single-generation. 3) We will also be able to test some of our 1 central

predictions about revolution's effects on'education. So in all, while We cannot

test all our predictions, those we can test pertain to a key aspect of the thedry;

testing them also provides an indirect test of the rest of the theory since the

logical links between them are close. In add" ion, status inh itance, under

rubrics like "inequality of o portunity", is a matter of consid le practical

interest.

NW
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The RISM BolivIatProject

, , 2

. The data are from a large (N=1,130), representative sample survey of male heads
v

Xtf household conducted by Vera Rubin, Lambros COmitas and William J. McEwen for

the Research Institute for the Study of Man under a grant from the Peace Corps,-16

After a three month field reconnaissance, six towns were chosen to represent Bolivia's

various social and ecological zones and diverse experiences in the 1952 revolution.

Two are Aymara Indian villages in the altiplano (a plateau.at approximately twelve

thousand feet in the heart of the M44c, long the dominant population centerY,-two

are mixed Indian and Spanish speaking communities in the Eastern Cordillera Andean

v.
leys (both long established agricultural and market twons in fertile and densely

laled arms), one is an isolated Spansih speaking Community In the far south

depending mainly on irrigated vineyards, and the last is an old Spanish speaking

community in the tropical lowlands connected with the outside world only by air.

All are small and predominantly agricultural.; the two Aymara villages have a population

of 1,200 and 1,400 respectively, the mixed communities are 1,800 and 2,100, the

southern town has only 600 people and the tropical town 2,100. Our data exclude

residents of the large cities (although only ten perdent of the population lives /-7

in towns over a hundred thousand: Lyle and Calman 1966, p.'15) and the'more politicized

Quechua of the CochabambeelLley butis otherwise quite representative. While'a

.national sample might have been 4sirable, it would have been impossible in practice.

The actual design has.the great advantage of being, supported by detailed ethnographic

surveys of each town which provide an analytical base of unusual depth. dinthro-

pological field studies, each lasting seven,to eleven months,.were conducted in
o

each community during 1964-66; each team was beaded by a senior anthropologist, .

with thirty-one professional staff in all. Approximately one hundred thousand

4r

paragraphs of field notes classified by topic, a comprehensive ethnography (McEwen

1975), a detailed epidemiological study (Omram, McEwen and Zaki 196/), and numerous

specialized papers (listed in McEwen) prOvide an unusually comprehensive ethnographic

A
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background for our analysis. The questionnaire on which our report is based, was

designed after the anthropological field work was well underway and benefited from

an intimate knowledge of the population. Preparation began in the fall of 1965,
o

the questionnaire was pretested the following May and subsequerhly revised,,with final

interviews beginning that summer and extending through September. There were two

interviewing teams, one working in Aymara and the other in Spanish. They were

recruited primarily from, the ethnographic field teams, further trained, and worked

together throughout the interviewing, moving from town to town with the supervisory

personnel. They obtained 81% of the interviews, the remainder coming from assistants

recruited locally and trains-4-4y the 'survey team. Access and rapport proved to be

no problem since the project's anthropologists were still in the community or had

only recently left, so we are ,confident that the questions were answered frankly

and accurately, something that is not always true of surveys, conducted in isolated

and suspicious rural communities unused t thls type of research. For various personal

and financial reasons the survey data have not-pt-jriousl een analyzed, and this is the

first report on-them.

Sample At the beginning of the fieldwork a complete house-to-house census was

taken of each town_and the sample was drawn from it. Only adult male heads of

. household were sampled. In the three smaller towns all were included. In the

6
three larger towns samples of between one and two hundred' were selected randomly

from the census lisi,but the sample snowballed outward from them to include people,

named in sociometric questions Niends, relatives, people with power or influence,

etc.). A few additional men identified as influential by the resident anthropologists

were also included. The completion rate was a quitesatisfactory,83%, ranging from

a low of 64% in one Indian village to a high of 95% in the other. Refusals ran

about ten percent but the great majority of the losses were people-who could not

.. be located at home, primarily farmers who stayed on their land some hgurs away,

returning to their village homes only erratically. the samp e is large relative to

32
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the popuiption; in all;lcover.two-thirds of the male heads of 'household were inter-

viewed..
17

The restriction to heads of hoUsehold is not serious; 40% of all

between ages 20 and 24.4nd 86% of males 2*5 and older are heads of household "(Republica
.,

AtBolivia 1955, pp. 66-67)., The restriction to men is unfortunate.
18

- -.

The sample appears fo be reptesektative of the towns from which it was drawn;
0

althou h illiterates and bilingual Indians are Somewhat underrepresented, the regression

estimates whiph are our main concern appear to be virtually unbiased. 1) Compared

to household heads in the town census, the sample has 3% fewer illiterates
19 (32(

to 35%). It appears to have 7% more monolingual Aymara speakers,,and 17% more

monolingual Spansih speakers with Bi/iriguals correspondingly underrepresented,

partly because of the deliberate undersampling of the two large, heavily bilingual

towns. The overrepresentation of Spanish speakers is probably a genuine bias but

the underreprese

status among the

ation of bilinguals is
I

prohably not-- bilingualism has very high

Aymara and it is easy to claim facility in Spanish on the single

census question (or have the family member providing the information claim it for

you) but impossible to exaggerate it in the pourse of a two hour personal interview

,-
in which true bilinguals would invariably use Spanish. Ttere is no differgnce in

age, which averages 45 (with standard deviation of 16) in the survey and 44 (with

. , . )
....

,

.

the same standard deviation)in the population. The occupational distributions also

. appear very similar (details, i given in Appendix A). 2) More crucially for present

purposes, where they can be compared, the regression estimates obtained with the satple
.

1

1

appear to be, for all practical purposes, essentially the same as those that would

be obtained for the whole popUlation. Using the town census, we are able to compare
0

the regressions of ed49Elop and language on occupation separately for the entire

census popula*tion and,for those also in the survey., The comparlSon, presented in

Appendix A, suggests that there is fio appreciable-bias.

It:is more difficult to say whether the sample is representative of rural

*Bolivia as a whole but in our judgmerit it is probably representative of the'Aymara,
0
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bilingual and. Spanish speaking, populations, the main weaknes being the omission of

. the Cochabamba valley with its large Quechua Indian community. Th- ly nationwide

data yet available are from the 1950 census and they do not allow an urban-rural

distinction. Nonetheless the age distribution in the sample is virtually identical

to the national figures and the proportion Indian is very close (57%'in the sample,

61% nationwide; Republica de Bolivia 1955, pp. 55, 100) Illiteracy is more pro-
_

blematic since it.hae-been rapidly declining. We estimate that it is approximately

4 20
47% in the nation, 15% higher than in the sample.. For those who have attended

school, the educational distributions are very close-- 78% primary only, 16% secondary

and 6% university for the sample:compared t9 81%, 14%, and 6% in-the population.

To make the Sample more representative we have weighfed it to match the proportion

Indian and the age-specific illiteracy rates for the nation. This adju'etment made

no. real difference to the correlations or regres5ions
21

but makes the significance

22 "11ik
.

tests approximate.

Measurement

Occupational status In Bolivia as throughout the world, a man's occupation,

is the)Kucial,determinant of'his status in the sa,r1d,largely determining how he

lives and, how he is regardedly'others. .We ,have detailed information on both

respondent's occupation and his father's occupation when the respondent Was growing

up. The information includes land ownership and number of paid employees (which are

crucial to distinguishing wealth and status'among farmers), number of family employees,

and whether or not'self-employed. It was coded into an expansion of the International

Labor Office's (1968) four digit classification with, among 'others, additional

/
distinctions among.farmers.

While recalling some kinds of information from the past may not be very accurate,
. . .

. ,

this is not usually a problem with recalling occupation, since that is a Clear,
.

.'. .

salient, .and relatively simple matter (e.. Blau and Duncan 19673. This is especially

true in Bolivia where the occupational structure is relatively simple, most people

e 34
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stay in the same job throughout their livesTAnd much work is dOne in and around
ci;.

the 'homer) that even the father's OccupatiOn /s often a routine aspect of a child's

life. Respondents showed no hesitation or apparent difficulty in recalling their

own first job, or their father's occupation, or Ili giving,quite detailed information

about them.
,

Coding occupation status is difficult, witch different procedures often giving

different results which easily can, and have, led to inaccurate substantive conclusions

(Treiman 1975, especiyTille 3). For our purposes. the TIroblem is eased since
o 1

we are not especially concerned with the absolute size of coefficients but with the

changes in them over time; any bias that affects people in all periods equally will

therefore have no.effect on our conclusions. But the problem is still substantial

and we therefore scored occupations by foUr different procedures, on the argument that

if several different but seemingly reasonable provdures'give essentially, inter-
.

changeable results, much more confidence can be placed in the conclusions. We also

applied our procedures to data from another country, the United States, to ensure

that our procedures were not.capitalizing on some.tnique and possibly misleading

. .f
..., 4

feature the Bolivian stratification system. '1) We divided occupations into a

modification of Treiman's (1977) fifteen category schemebased on the International

Labor Office's major groups with additional subdivisions by prestige. The categories

are high prestige professional., technical and kindred; low prestige.professiona,l,

etc; administ ?tive and managerial;,high prestige clerical; low clerical; high prestige

sales,.low sald;'high production; medium production; low prestige prodUction; high

service; low service; high agricultural; medium agricultural; and low prestige

,

agricultural., We then assigned scores to these categories by Klatzky and Hodge's
o"

(171) canonical procedure which maximizes the correlation between father's and son's

occupation without prio ssumptions about the ranking of the categories. If the

relation between father's and ton's occdpatiOn is approximately linear when occupations

35



are measured by their true status and if the

this procedure will locate the true orderiqg

categories are.reasonably"homogeneous,

(further description, justification

.and cautions are given in Klatzky and Hodge 1971). This gives one set of scores

for father's occupation and another for son's (wh ich,allows for generational changes).

Scores are identified only up to a linear t ransformation and we adopt the conventional

.
,J.------7,

. !
meth4c, scoring the lowest category zero and the highest one hundred. 2) Weclassified

4
occupations according to ethnographically appropriate schemes'and scored them Alb

. ,
.

by Klatzky and Hodge's procedure.: lh Bolivia we devei.oped a thirteen category scheme

based on theory and' ethnographic knowledge, distinguishing large farmer, cattle
re'

rancher, specialized farmer, specialized farm worker, small farmer orfarm worker,

elite white collar, high white collart, small business, clerical and sales, skilled

r
.

.modern blue collar, skilled traditional blue.calar-srandiunskilled nop_ farm. For

the U.S. we used Blau and Duncan''s expans ion of the census 'major group codes obtaining

scores virtually identical to Klakz y And Hodge's (101, p. 19): 3) We used a more

traditional ethnographic measure of occupational status. For §plivia we scored each

category of the ethnographic classificalbh dgCribed above according average
...

24
standard of living. For_the U.S47, we used the standard Duncan.SEI index (Reiss

,

. .

1961; pp. 109-138) essentially an average of income and education for each detailed
. I. .

census occupation. 4) We iscore occupationby Treiman's (1975, 1977) standard

internati prestige scores, which are known to.be essentiLly invariant throughout

the world.
;

°
. .

Procedur s one, two and three produce ecjuivalent.results; details are given

in Appendix B -The correlation between the five scores (two each from methods one

and two and one from method three) averages .95 in Bolivia and .89 in 'the U.S.,

calculated over individuals. .The crucial correlation between father'l an son's

Jk
occupation is essentially the same with each; in Bolivia estimates range from4R1

to .63 and in the U.S. from .40 to .43. The.correlations between occupation on

36
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the one hand and education, income, d father's education are also virtually identical;

Procedure four, however, gives/results which are not highly correlated with the others,

'nor with education and income, and are therefore suspect; here'as elsewhere,(Featherman

and Hauser 1976) this procedure apparently gives results which are heavily tainted
vo

by measurement error. We adopt the sgo from procedure three, the traditior)al

ethnographic scori g in order to do full tice to local conditiOns. Using the

scores from proc cure one or two leads to e ctly the same substantive conclUsions.

Education We measured education in years of schooling. This implicity assumes

that a year at any level provides the same benefits in occupational status. An

effect proportional weighting scheme which does not make this ssumption (Treiman

and Terrell 1975) gives equivalent results; it is correlated .98 with years of

schooling in Bolivia (and .95 in the U.S.)'and has virtually identical correlatidns

with other variables. We therefore report the conventional and more easily interpreted

years af schooling.

Spanish vs Aymara We include the parents' language in the analysis as an

additional control variable, since it is reputedly (although not in fact) an important

aspect of family bqckground in Bolivia. We counted anyone whose parentS.were

essentially monolingual Spanish speakers as coming_from Spanish background and
--

those from monolingual Aymara families as of Aymara family baokgrOund. A tiny

handful of people whose parents.spokother European languages weercounted as

Spanish and a few whose parents spoke other Indigh languages were counted with

the Aymara. Only 3% of the sample came from families with mixed or unknown linguistic

patteRns;they are treated as missing data.

Meth of anal sus

R
Cohorts Ours is a cohort analysis (e.g. Ryder 1965), the,essential ssumptions

being thatCrhe older cohort completed their education and started their career before

the revolution, that the middle cohort completed theirs just after the revolution, that

the most recent cohort went through the same stage of the life cycle well^after
6
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the revolution, and that differences in the patte;m of status attainment in these
V ' . ,

cohorts can reasonably be attributed to the changes introduced by the revolution.
.

..
,

A major difficulty here, at least in theory, is disentangling the effects of the i

revolution from the effects of other processes that were occurring at the same

time-- distinguishing, that is, the revolution's effects from those of the rest of

t
the =1-going/stream of history. In practice, this is not too difficult since we

are dealing with what is historically a short time span andfor rural Bolivia, the

revolutiOn is the only major social change, in this period: There was, in particular,
X

no industrialization and,.unlike many third world societies in Africa and Asia, no

.colonial or nationalist forces undermining traditional rural authority patterns

41'''..before the revolution. The revolution came about because of events in the capitals

tin mining areas, areas quite apart from the then traditional rural sector.

The changes in rural areas came about afterwards and are consequens of. the revolution,

not causes and not'independent processes;

Defining the exact boundary between one cohort and the next is, of course,

necessarily somewhat arbitrary but in Bolivia the main boundaries are reasonably

clear., In any event, minor adjustments one way or the other in the definitions make

no real difference to the results. *1) The age at which rural Bolivians en their

education varies a nod deal-- many start relatively late and many pt their

schooling only to return afterelome years; the subsequent transitions from schooling

to work and eventually marriage are also somewhat various. Nonetheless, one(can

co P
reasonably estimate that the great majority pass thiugh these stages in thei late

teens or early to mid twenties. W have therefore defined men who'were twenty-eight

or older at the time of the revolution as having come of age earlier, in pre-revolutionary

times; they were 40 or older at the time of the survey. 2) The boundary between those

:who came of age in the period shortly following the revolution, to whom the predictions

about short term effects (Hypotheses 1-3) apply, and those who came of age raTher

later, to VA;op'the predictions about long term effect (Hypotheses 4-8) apply, is
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*less clear since neither theory nor histdry offers a clear ,boutidary point. :11,Ct in

practice the poliiical ch nges, the establishment of mass parties and pressure groups,

the legal and administrative processes involved in transferring land to the peasants,

the formation of 'syndica(tes' and similar co-o erative and union style organizations,

the exploration of new occupational and economic options by the peasantry, and

similar major adjustments' took, many years, particularly in the rural area with which

we are concerned. Things were still unsettled and in the midst of change six or ''

seven years after the revolution but,had clearly settled down ten br twelve years

later; we have therefore Picked...the nine years following the revolution as the

revolutionary peri.ad. An empirical analysis of successive one year age cohorts

confirms that the stratification patterns change noticeably eight to ten years after

the revolution. These'men, were between nineteen and twenty-seven at the time of the

revolution and thirty to thirty -nine at the time of the survey. 3) The remaining

group came of age in the pos -revolutionary period. We have confined the analYtis

to those twenty-four or older at the time of the survey, whibh would make them

twelve to eighteen at the time of the revolution. The reason for not including Younger

people is to avoid a bias well known in stratification research. The people who ,

get married at a very early age, and so appear in a head of household sAp4,..e like

ours, are ditproportionatel3Lthose who have little'schooling and so finished early

and 9mbarked on their occupational and marital careers at an early age; their limited

education (and possibly the disadvantage of marrying early) condemns them to poor

jobs. More successful people of th4'same age are still in school or have recently

taken up jobs but not yet married, so they do not appear in the sample. A sample of

very.young pedple is thus biased in a way that leads to a considerable understatement

of the advantages of education and family background. We therefore restricted the
c *1

sample to au age group old enough that the great majority have already married and

eetOlished households, a conventional procedure. This restriction is in practice

of little consequence and the substantive cdbclusions remain the tame when younger
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people are included. In all, thereLare 628 men in the pre-revolutionary period,
a'

271 in the revolutionary period, and 169 in the post - revolutionary period.

Regression Analysis. We rely primarily on regre 'on analysis (of which

path analysis is a special cope) Ilia on related techniqUesT These are 119w standard- -

and very fruitfulethods in mSdern work on stratification Ce.g. Blau and Duncan

-

196,7; Duncan, Featherman and Duncan 1972). Many4four hypotheses make predictions

about unitandardized Parti ;L regression coefficients (e.g. that, father's occupational

status has a strongereffect on sb s status for coh(prts who came of age well after
41

the revolution). The virtues-of
/ regression analysis are by now well known (e.g.

Puncan 1,966), and it has, been used tii.th particular success in"studi\ps of stratifi-wa-t---i-
.?".. .,,,.. ,

in a variety of societies, developed and underdeveloped (e.g. Blau and Duncan 1967;

Kelley 1977; Kelley and Perlman 1971; Treiman and Terrell'1975). It does, however,
...-) ,9'

requite certain assumptions (e.g. Johnston 1963, Ch. 41, notably that the true relations
0 .

. / -,t,
4, ,

are to a reasonable. approximation linear and additive.
2, 5

But a large body of substantive

,,
experience, particularly in the area of stratification, now suggests that these'

i

assumptions are'not implausible (e.g. Jackson and Curtis 1972) and, iA. any event,
4 :

regression analysis is famously robust so that violating the assumptions,often has-

only slibstantively_trlvial c9nsequences (Bohenstedt and Carter 1971; Goldberg#14,1968).

Th seems clearly to be the case for stitatificatiOnvariables in the U.S.,(Biau

and Duncan 1967, Ch. 4 and Appendix H). Furthermore we looked for,departtites' from-

I 0 1 0

linearity and additivity in our tabular analysilt and by other'mZans and have found

none of any consequence.

41-0

powerful way of testing our hypothesis that the pattern of relationships is different

in different cohorts. _Adding a, dummy variable for cohort and appropriatqpintera ction
de c,

. de
terms to an ordinaryregression equation gives an analysis of/covariance in convenient,,

yobs.

form (Goldberger 1968, Ch. 8)..

We also use an extension of regression analysis, analysis of covariance, a

.40
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_REVOLUTION AND STATUS INHERITANCE IN BOLIVIA

Our theory makes two key predictions, first that in the short run a radical .

revolution causes inequality and status inheritance to decrease and, second, that

in the long run a radical revolution causes inequality and status inheritance to
---...N .

.

--"1.....

i

increase again and in some circumstances to surpass pre-revolutionary levels. We

will be able to test both predictions about status inheritance, although not those

about inequality since we have no retrospective data on inequality of income or

wealth. It is worth noting that our predictions were made long before we looked

at the data. The theory was fbrmulated in °dr original grant proposal (Kelley and

Klein 1974), at which point we iad done no analysis. The data were not running

on the computer for another six months and the first analysis of this topic was almost

a year and a half later.

The key results are given in Table 1, based on data from Appendix C. We deal

first with revolution's short.tdrm effects and then with the long term effects.
o

.

Short term effects

In the short run the revolution led ta a decrease in the inheritance of status

from one generationto the next, as predicted by Hypothesis 1. Beginning with the

simplest results, the correlation measure between father's and son's occupational

status, the usual measure of status inheritance (see Footnote 3), dropped from .53

in pre-revolutionary times to .44 for the cohort who came of age shortly after the

revolution;-put in another way,,father's occupational status alone explained 28%

of the variance in son's occupational status in pre - revolutionary, times but only

19% in revolutionary times. The difference in the impact of fathei's occupational
%

status.is statistically significant when ted by conventional analysis of covariance

procedures (t=1.90, p<.05, one talled),( even though we have used very conservative

assumpton .

26
Furthermore a more comprehensivd-beasure of familq background--

father's education and parents'; language in addition to father's occupation-- all

together explai 31% of the variance before the revolution but only 24% in the'revo-
. 4y

lutionary perio '(Table 1, line 5). The most appropriate comparison is with th
i

41
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unstandardized partial regression coefficients, which express the influence of

father's occupation (net of father's education and language) in a way that allows

for alairect compaison between periods. This falls from .31 in pre-revolutionary

1 about here) .

times to for the revolutionary period (line 6, columns l and 2). This means

that the direct and indirect advantages of having a ather at the top of'the occu-

pational hierarchy are enough to get a son almost a third of the 'way up himself in

pre-rellolutionary times but only enough to get him a sixth of the way up in revolutionary

times, a decline of almost one half in this component of status inheritance. The

standardized partial regression coefficients tell the sate story in a different

metric.
27

In pre-revolutionary times, father's occupational status is clearly the

largest single influence on son's first job (lines 1 to 3 in column 1); a one stand

deviation increase in father's status increases son's statusApy a third of a standard

deviation while a one standard deviation increase in father's education increases

son's status only by a fifth and_a comparable improvement in linguistic background

would increase it by only a tenth of a standard deviation. In the revolutionary
4i

period father's occupation is much less - important, while father's education is the

main influence and linguistic background is, still unimportant.

There are two advantages of having a father with high occupational status.

One is indirect in that their sons are likely to get more education for various reasons

.and the education will, in turn, improve the son's occupational chances; in our model

this shows up as an indirect effect via education. But insofar as fatherg give

!_:their sons land, or bring them into family businesses, or pass on other forms of

physic \ 1 ca, or use their contacts and influence to secure them good jobs, or

the like, these app ar i -s analysis as direct'effects of father's occupation,

controlling foT education.
28

But property and influence are, we Argued, precisely

the sort of resources that are most vulnerable to disruption a revolution and that

disruption is the main cause of the predicted decline in states inheritance. So

a more sensitive test of our theory lies in revolution's predicted consequences

44'; k



Table 1 Re olutionand status inheri

of son's first occupation1(c
4

(F*), revolutionary (Revol
4

Staldardized and unstandardi

tance in Bo

olumns 1-6)

), and post

zed partial

livia: Effects of family background on the status

or education (columns 7-9) for pre-revolutionary.)

-revolutionary (PostR) cohorts separately."

regression coefficients based on data in Appendix C.

Independent Var:ables

Standardized Pa teal Regression
.i.

Coefficients (b as)

'1. Father's Occu ational Stjitus...

2. Father's Educ

3. Parents' Langu

4. Son's Educatio

5. (% of Variance

on

UnstandardizedPart
Coefficients (b's)

R2)..

1 Regression

6. Father's Occupati
(Top=100, bottom=

7. Father's Education(years)....

8. Parents' Language
(Spanish=1, Aymaral

. 9. ,Son's EdUcation (5'reat

1 Status

* Not significantly dif

1. The number of cases f
respectively .is 528,

2. Scored in the same way

3. In years.

) .

Son's Occupation2 Son's Occupation2 Son's Education3

PreR Revol PostR PreR Revol PostR PreR Reyol PostR

(1) (2) ,(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)'

a

.33 .19 .47 .25 .11* .41 .24 .17 .26

.20 .28 .24 .03* .03* .09* .49 .57 .56

.09 .09* -.11* .06* .08*'-' -.11* ,08 .02* -.01*
0

)35 * .43 .26

(31)
a.

(24) ,(36) (37) (27) (39) (54) (51) (55)

.31 .17. .42 .23 .10* .36 .035 .025 .035

1.3 1.8 1.9 0.2* 0.2* 0.7* .48 .58 .71

5 14* _5* 3* t4 _5* 0.6 0.2* -0.1*

2.3 2.7' 1.7

L43

rent from zero at p4.05, two taileel--

the pre-revolutionary, revolutionary and post-revolutionary periods
1, and 169.

father's occupation with a 'top of 100 and a bottom of 6,
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for this direct effect; the prediction is, of course, that revolution make itsmaller.

In fact, the prediction is clearly confirmed, the unstandardized partial regression

coefficient falling from .23 in preffevolutionary times to .10 fOr the revolutionary

cohort (line 6, columns 4 and 5). This means that the advantage of having a father

at the top of the occupational hierarchy is, quite apart from its indirect advantages'

o -

via education, in and'of itself enough to get a son.almost a quarter of way up'

the hierarchy himself in pre-revolutionary times while in revolutionary times it is

only enough to get him a tenth of the way'up, a decline of over one.half in this

component of status inheritance. This decline is statistically significant (t=1.76,

p<.05, one tailed) and, furthermore, the direct effect of, father's occupation in

the revolutionary period is riot even significantly different from zero (t=1.39,

p>.10,. two failed)..

The revolution seems to'havQ/changed thg-mrs4in which high status fathers are

able to pass advantages on to their sons, greatly weakening the role of physical

capital and the.like but leaving that of human capital almost untouched, as we

predicted. The indirect advantage that sons from families of'high occupational

status get by virtue of themselves getting more education, and hence getting better

jobs, is little affected by revolution.. Family background continues to have a stron

effect on education in'revolutionary times, explaining 54% of the variance before

the revolution and 51% in the revolutionary period; the estimated impact of father's

occupation is slightly lower in the revolutionary period, and that of father's

education slightly greater, but neither of these differences is large nor do they
o

approach statistical significance (0>.10), so it seems that the revolution,had little

if any effect on the educational advantages'of coming from a high status family

.

(see oplumns 7 and 8). Furthermore, education continues to have a.strong impact on

occupational status after the revolution Cg-iTater to which we return), so the

educational advantage is subsequently translated into an occupational advantage.

That indirect effect of father's occupation through, son's education comeg,to .08

f 45
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before the revolution (coMpared to the direct effect of .23, bOth expressed in'

unstandardized terms from line 6) and drops only to .07 afterwards (compared to

direct effect of .10). So the indiredt advantage accounted for 24% of the advan e

Vib

of coming from a high s'tatus family before the revolution but fully 42% of the

(smaller) advantage afterwards.

As we predicted, revolution does not appear to re4duce the advantage of coming

from a' well educated family but in Bolivia has,-if anything, actually increased it.

The advantage appears to have increased by about 40%, each year of father's education

# providing his son with.an estimated 1.3 points of occupational status in the pre-

revolutionary period and increasing to 1.8 points in revolutionary times (line 7,

columns 1 and 2; the standardized coefficients on line 2 Sacreage similarly).

So having a father who completed the twelve years of second ry schooling rather than
I

an illiterate, father is enough to get.a son a sixth of the way up the ciECupational

hierarchy in pre-revolutionary times but only somewhat more than a fifth of the way

up during the revolution. This increase is not statistically significant with a

Ample of this size (t51.90, p>.10) but it'is clearly not a decline.- The reason

that fatheios education continues to be an advantage is that its effects in Bolivia

as in all-other societies studied to date (d.g. Blau and Duncan' 1967; Treiman and

Terrell 1975) come about entirely because the father is able to get lis son further

along in school and that in turn 'provides a better job;
29

we have seen that high

status families continued to provide their sons with educational advantages during

the revolution and will see that education continues to confer a great advantage,

so this indirect path is'unaffected by revolution.

In all; it seems reasonably clear that the Bolivian revolution led in the

short run to a decline in status inheritance, as we predicted. Although this is
.

rather ess certain, it seems likely that the revolution disrupted the transmission

of status via physical capital and other resources closely linked to the father's

occupational position, reducing their effectiveness by about one half, but had

6



little or no effect on the transmission of fadvantaqes via human capital; this is

also as we predicted.

Long term effects

We have predicted that a radical revolution eventually leads to an increase in

status inheritance, i.c that there is more status inheritance in the,post-revolutionary

period than there was in revolutionary times: In rural Bolivia, the 1952 revolution

was a revolution of the vast bulk of the population against a tiny dominant and

exploitative elite; the revolution, as we have seen, began among the middle and pro-
.

fessional classes and the tin miners and only later spread with their assistance

to the rural lower classes, so it was by no means a revolt'of the bottOm against,

the middle, or countryside against town. The old elite either fled to the capital

or were killed, and so handly

,Consequently we will be able

any remain ip our sample of rural and small town Bolivia.

o test the predictions about revolution's effects on
'444

the previously exploited majority of the rural population (Hypothesis 7) but, lacking

data on the capital, we cannot test the predictions about Bolivia as a whole (Hypothesis

8). The results, given in Table 1, clearly support the prediction.

In the long run, the forces set loose by the revolutidn lead to an increase

in the inheritance of status from one generation, to the next. To begin with the

simplest figure, the correlation betWeensfather's and son's occupational status,

whi

cis

,

h is the usual measure of status inheritance, increased from .44Nin the revo-
.

lutionary period to .57 in the post-revolutionary period; that is to Say th t father's,

occupational status explained 19% of the variance in son's status in the revolutionary
44.

period but 33% in the later period., This increase is statistically significant

(t=1.35, p<.10) in spite of the less than enormous sam041e in'these periods and the

conservative assumptions about.it.
30*

All family background variables together

explained 24%-of the variance in son's occupation in the revolutionary period but

that pose to 36% in post-revolutionary times (Table 1, line 5). ,The most appropriate

comparison is again the unstandardized partial regression coefficient measuring the
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impact of father' occupation. This more than doubled in the post-revolutionary

period, going from .17 to .42 (line 6, columns 2 and 3). So in the revolutionary'

period having a father at the top of the occupational hierarchy rather than the

bottom provided sufficient direct and indirect advantages to bring a son up only

a sixth of the way but; less than ten years afterwards, the advantage had grown and

was enough to get him fully two fifths of the way up. Furthermore, the standardized

coefficients show that father's education vAs the main influence in the revolutionary

period, half again as importAnt as father's Occupation, while by the post-revolutionary

period, father's occupation was almost t4f as importait hs his education (lines'l

and 2, columns 2 and 3). If anything, having a high status father confers a greater

advantage in post-revolutionary Bolivia than it di even in pre-revolutionary times.

The advantage of having a high.statub fa .er can again be decomposed into

direct and indirect effects through education. As we argued earlier, the direct

effects presumably. reflect the role of land, family businesses, other forMs of physical'

capital, influence, and such, in transmitting advantages frdm one Ineration tolhe

next and it is those which should in theory be most affected by the post-revolutionary

developments, and so provide the most sensitive test of our prediction. In fact the

prediction is clearly con ed; the direct effect is substantially and significantly

larger in post-revolutionary Bolivia (t=1.71,

in the revolutionary period to .36 afterwards

p<.05),.more than tripling from .10

(line 6). This means that having a

father at the top of-the occupational hierarchy was in and of itself, apart from-
,

the indirect advantages via education, worth only enough to get a son a tenth of

the way up the hierarchy in revolutionary times but had town in post-revolutionary

Mimes, becoming enough to get him more than a third of the way to the top of the

heap. In post - revolutionary. Bolivia, as in pre-revdlutionary times, the advantage

of coming from ailigh status family' was predominantly a direct advantage rather

than indirect though education; the indirect advantage had declined to 14% of'the

total, .compared to 42% in the revolutionary period and 24% in pre-revolutionar9.

n
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times. POsiSralutionary Bolivia is apparently'characterized by a great deal of
Q.

status inheritance-- as much or more than in pre-revolutionary times-- most of it

-seeming to depend on property, influence and the like\

. ,

The advantage of coming from a well educated family remains

evolutionary Bolivia as it was during the revolution or before,

as large in post-

as we predicted.

points in post-
.

Each year of father's education is worth 1.9 occupational status

revolutionary Bolivia, so having a father who finished secondary school rather than

illiterate father is enough to get a on just over a fifth of the way up the

DC ational hierarchy himself (lint_7, column 3). This is essentially the same

as in the revolutionary period (1.8 status points) and only a little-higher than

the 1.3 points in pre-revolutionhry times; none of these differencei are statistically

signific , although it is of course apparent that the father's eduoqional background

has not declined in importance.

In all, it seems clear that the Bolivian National Revolution of 1952 led to

a decrease in status inheritance in tile short run but that, in the long run, status
N

inheritance re-emerged, reaching and perhaps exceeding its pre-revolutionary levels.

A

Father's occupation became almost two and a half times as important as 4.it had been

in revolutionary times; this seems to reflect the re-emergence of land, businesses,
a

capital, and contacts as means of passing status on:from one generation to the next,

. .

lthough that is far from certain. Comlag from a well educated family is as advantageous,
.

. .

if not more advantageou, as in the past.

#

REPLICATION: STATUS INHERITANCE AFTER POLAND'S' COMMUNIST REVOLUTION

To .the best of our knowledge,, the onl

status inheritance are from a Polish -study

ther reliable data on revolution and

Zagorski (1971). He presents data,

on a random sample of 3,260 men and women divided into four age, cohorts: before

'World War II, during the war; the beginning of the revolutionary COmmunist period

." (1945-1955), and a post-revolutionary period (1956-1968). The published data include

. only father's occupation status and respondent's occupation, dichotomized into

J
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manual and non - manual;
31

while this is a very crude way of coding occupations, it

is a well known procedure which should, on experiepce in other countries, be at
. .

least in the right general ballpark. The results reported below are computed from
i

his tables.

.

The correlation father's and son's odcupational *statue in Poland is
.

, .

.

shown in Figure 1 and the Bolivian data are shown there in the samqmetric. The.

(Figure 1 about here)
.

Polish data agree perfectly with 64r4 theoretical predictions and the corpespondence

between them and the Bolivian results is striking. That two countries as diverse

.as rural Bolivia and Communist PolAnd show this pattern is strong evidence for

our theory.

OTHER'EFFECTS OF THE tOLIVIAN REVOLUTION: EDUCATION

1

We can test a few °of our predictions concerning education with the data at hand,

;

9

although. the predictions are not as central to the theory as those on status inheritance

and are subject to more'methodological'doubts.

Hypothesis 2 predicts, amo other things, that revolution causes a shift in

.,/C
the basis of stratification, akingeducation more important

Vtelative to physical

capital and other rdsources There is appreciable evidence fo"This. We have

already seen some,evidence-in,that,eduoa ion's indirect role in transmitting occupational

% a ,.- .
: ..

...
advantages from one generation he next was little affected-by the revolutI, while

.
.

,

other more direct means of.trans t advantage became Much less effective;
. . ..

I-- ...

consequently education counted for,a larger part of the'advantage, such as it was,

.of being born into a high status family'(42% rather than 24 %). We also saw that
,

* .
'father's occupation wal (in

6
standarqmig, stierms)the most important aspect of family

background in pre-revolutionary.Bolivi4ewbut that father's education became more

important in revolutionary times. Respondent's education se to show a.similar

growth in importance; in.pre-revolutionary Bolivia it ism half again as important
'

as, father's occupation but by the revolution it is roughly *our times as important

(Table 1, 1, lines 1 aid 4, columns 4 and 5). In fadt,,.respondent's own education

50s
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may have a' greater absolute payoff during the revolution, not just a greater payoff

relative to the declining fortunes of physical capital but a greater payoff in absolute

terms. The increase (2.3 status points to 2.7 points, shown in line 9) is, however,

modest and not statistically significant Jt=.41, p>.10). One way of putting it is

that the advanta that someone with a secondary education would have over someone,

with no school was worth five occupational status points more in the revolutionary

periodthan earlier. So in all the data seem to offer reasonable but not dramatic

support for our predictionsiabout hum capital playing a greater role instratification

during revolutionar times.

Although Hypothesis' 3 deals mainly with physical capital and economic benefits,

it-also predicts that revolutions do not benefit their less educated supporters as

4L
much as those with more education-- revolutions do not turn the stratification order

upside down but simply move everyone one steg.up. Insofar as_ almost everyone in. .

our sample objectively benefited from the revolution, or were at least from a social

. ,

class which was previcTly exploited'by the old elite, the prediction is clearly

. confirmed by the data we have already seen; even in the midst of revolution, people

8 with more education will on the average 'get much better jobs than people without

education (t=5.63', p<.01, see line"9, column 5): Other analyses (not shown) of people

who claimed to have suppor.Z.ed the revolution at the time,give equally clear results-

.
Finally,,Hypothesis 6 predicts that in the long run revolution leads to increasing 46

educa .onal in uality. This is true but the difference is very slight. The

-
standard deviation of educationAour usual measure of inequality for reasons analogous

to thOse giv n in Footnote 2) increases from 3.47,years in the revoluZionjry.period

to 3:69 yea in posf=revolutionary Bolivia, an increase of six'percent.

'On. he'whole then, the evidence generally supports our prediCtions about the

effect revolution has on education, but the support is mostly less than dramatic.

Education seems to 1:)ome more important duringa revolution at least relative to

, .
physicallcapital and other more easi).y disrupted resource

.
. In any'event, it is

i 52
1.,
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clear that education remains an advantage even in the midst.of revolution; revolutions

do not overturn the stratification order nor do the ignorant inherit the revolutionary

earth.

4. DISCUSSION

, ,
Revolution: The Bolivian. Experience

The Bolivian National Revolution of 1952 produced aprofound, sudden and vilint

change in rural Bolivia, gn area which had been subject toa brutal, exploitative, ,

essentially feudal despotism since the Spanish conquest three centuries agtr. The

Milk of the rural population were virtually serfs; they gained access to land only

through the Payment of three, or four days of week of'free labor, to.the land owning

hacendados and in addition had regularly to,work as unpaid servants or perform, other

personal services for the habendado and his family. The hacendados extracted the

bulk of the economic surplus, controlled the government, the police, the courts,

and the army and used them to ruthl essly suppress any unrest by force of arms. In

,a matter of months, revolution swept from its urban cradle into the' rural-treas,

burning the'work records, sacking the hacendados homes, and killing the hacendados'

.

or driving them off the land and into refuge in the capital or abroad.. At one stroke,

t cruel and ancient systencof exploitation was destroyed forever. What were the

e(fects of this change for the mass of ordinary people iii the countryside?

It is clear from contempwary eVidence that the standard-of living rose; the

.

mass of the rural pOpulation was clearly better off- than before. But beyond that,

what-is surprising is that so little changed.' Revolution did ndt overturn the

.

-

stratification system-but only lopped off the very top; everyone moved up but those

. . .

who had advantages before the revolution usually'maintained their advantages afterward,

' especially when their advantages were incorporated into human rather than physical
. .

t
-

capital. If anything, the advantage of being,/educated yourself, or coming from an
' . . i . ,

.

educated family, was increased by revolution and its aftermath.
.-
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In the short run status inheritance declined. The revolution apparently reduced
.. . . ...

. , .

by about one-half the advantages that co &ld be pas.sed on via laird, capital,.and ether
--....---

. . /

resources closely linked to a father'g occupational position. But it had little or

A.
. ,

<-- no effect on the transmission of advantages through human 'capital and so a great
- .

deal of status inheritance remained in tHe'mfdst of the fires of revolution. The
..*

correlation between father's andrson.!s status dropped, o e sure, bil@PI:dy from
!>,

.5 to ,4. The Polish stratification system proved equal resistant to revolutionary .

change. The correlation was .6 before the war and barely changer when Poland was
k

conquered .and partitioned `between' two predatory neighbors (dr ping only .05);

only a thorough Communist revolution imposed by foreign conquest made impression

,: and then the correlation dropped only to the available evidence strongly

... 6 . 2

u gests that stratification systems are remarkably robust, revolutions to the

, .1 : )
41

contrary notwithstanding. .
. .

. .

In the not so long run, status inheritance re-emerges with a vengeance.
,

3>

Within a decadetor two of.Bolivia's revolution, the correlatiOn between father's-
° 4

N

and son's status, had grown from a revolutionary low qf .4 almost to .6gtleast
I

.

as high, if not higher, than the pre-revolutionary level. And the direct advantage

S /a father ..
c.

--
., ' *

of havingiwith high occupational statu apart fromLthe indirect advantages via
.... 1

.

.. ,
4 4

education, grew to be almost two and a half times as large as it was during the,

height of tlie-revolutiori and reached or exceedec its pre - revolutionary level. .

' V
1

a

. In Poland .too, status Inheritance was growing again, wider a Communist regime and.just
(

i, , -,

a decade after e revolution, increasing from .4 to .5. Ipequality it reborn with
-,.,

'to

surprisipg eed.

I cat 4
these resulis,strongly support our theo6i. We aigued that radical revolutions

4
.can b expected to redistribute income and physical capital, making for a morlit equal

distributi pf wealth and income,in the short run. We also argued that wealth and

.

income provide one-of the mechanisms fob passing LtVantages on from one generation I

''''e , V. e s

I
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to the next and showed that a more equal distribution of those resources implies

less status Inheritance. Hence a revolution will, we predicted, lead to a'decline
4.

in status inheritance and, in.fact, it dido. But advantages are also, and perhaps

predominantly, passed on through echiCatiomrnd other forms of human capital and

we argued that these were relatively impervious to revolutionary disruption; hence

we predicted that status inheritance would not by any means disappear after the

revolution, nor does it in fact. In the long run we predicted that inequality would

re-emerge after the revolution because revolutionary liberation allows previously
ti

exploited groups to 'make fuller use of their human capital, physical capital, and

other resources; that, we showed, can be expected to produce greater inequality and,

because of that, also produce more status inheritance These predictions are clearly

confirmed and so offer substantial support for our theory and some warrant for

_

believing that ,our predictions would be borne -cut in other revolutionary'iimes and

places.

So it seems that a violent social revolution which frees peasants from their

traditional exploitation will in the short run improve their standard'of living,

reduce inequality in the society as a whole and reduce inherited privilege. At

this stage the peasants and the radical revolutionary intelligtntsia have the same

goal, the 6Karthrow of the traditional elite and the, end of exploitation, but that

dqes not last. Peasants with more land, human capital, or other resources are able

to exploit their advantages more fully after the revolution. And revolution inad-
A

vertently sets loose forces which if untecked, will in the long ri.ln,alloW 'inequality

and inherited privilege to grow steadily,a

pre-revolutionary values

4
in some circumstances, to exceed their

The result will be a relatively rigid rural s:ratlAficatioh
oF

system of a familiar capitalist type with rich peasants playing the role oe'capitalist

..entreprepeur. Thwarting these forces it never easy,and often impossible. Liberal=

policies, or even moderate socialist policies which allow a mixed economy, will

hardly repress these deeply rooted forces. They involve the property of moder
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family farmers and the opportunities for Sma.11 traders, smell businessmen, government

bureaucrats, and the holders of human capital who will accumulate wealth and pass

.Z

it on to their children unless all. private property is nationalized. By giving in
A

to these f rtes, accepting the new status quo and abandoning any further redistribution

in the countryside, a revolution can maintain the allegiance of the new elites,

leaving a peaceful, prosperous and highly stratif0d countryside. The Bolivian
vt,

and Mexican revolutions, for example, seem to have taken this conservative course.

The only viable alterilative is a radical attempt to root out even the smallest

vestiges o rivate property, as in China or Cuba. Among other things, this requires

ext- sive economic planning, a large and effective bureaucracy with unus401 commitment

and incorruptibility, the power to overcome strong opposition in the countryside,.

and the willingness to bear the subsfantial human costs involved. Buteven that

does not solve the whole problem. If differences in education, skills, langudge,

ability or other kinds of human capital remain they will eventually (albeit more

slowly) lead to inequality and, unle76-dhildren are,raised apart from.th*r parents,

to inherited advantage. That is much harder. to control. Confiscating land and

machines is easy compared to controlling human capital and even in simple societies .

it is at,least as important to the economy; to date, only Ch4a has been willing tq,

,bear the costs of a determined assault on it and even there the outtome,is far 4rom

clear. In short, a revolution must either quietly turn-conservative, allowing,

inequality and inherited privilege to grow steadily in the countryside, or turn radical

and embark with uncertain prospects on an arduous struggle to remake the entire

economy and culture.
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APPENDIX A: REPRESENTATIVENESS OF
\

THE RISM SAMPLE

This appendix shows that the RISM survey ata are representative Of the popu-

lation of the six towns from which they were dr wn., The
r
evidence comes from.a

comparisdn of all heads of household in the ant opological census of the towns

with those who were also interviewed in the sury We were able to identify 606

heads of household who were interviewed in both t census and the survey; the

remaining 524 heads in the survey could not' be ide4ifieddue to omissions in the
'

i'Dblems with identificationcensus, modest differences in geographic coverage,

numbers in the vineyard town, and varYbus errors and`ti missions in the surviving

census records. We compare results for the interview heads with -results:for the

target population, the 1217 male heads of households,

census' (excluding the vineyard town). We weightnAthe

or older, in the full

terviewed heads by a pro -
,,

arget population's di"- .

ial sample weights and

cedure like that used to weight the survey, matching the

tribution by town and literacy. This adjusts for differe

makes the analysis comparable to the results reported in t

The census data are much less reliable than the survey\ ata and are'not dir-

ectly comparable with them. 1) Language is coded monolingua Aymara, bilingual

and Spanish, with considerable bias for reasons indicated in '=xt. These were

scored 1, 2 and 3 since bilinguals arTa in practice-Aymara spea rs who have Span-
.

ish as a second ladguage. 2) Education is in Years. 3) Occup on was recorded

only briefly and coded into an ad hoc Sys:em which,.among other oblems, did not

Ileserve the crucial distinction between large, mediUm and small rmers. Also,

k --

the census taxers not infrequently confused secondary with primar ccupations,

particularly, for peasants,. For the present analysis we recoded oc E.ations into

an appropriately modified version of the procedure two scores descri d earlier;

this gives scores from 0 to 100.

There is no real, difference between those interviewed in the survey and the

target population. Table A gives the data.
A

57'

The means and standard de ations for
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language, education, and occupational status are al. The 14egress-,,tually ident

icns on occupation are also essentially the seer. Eazn education is worth

two and One half status points in the survey comzared to two and three
.

quarters in the full census ,and the standardized coefficient& are is entical,. Lan-

gunge has no ne effect in eitger. The per6ent of variance explained is barely

one percent hi er in the census; if that tiny diffrence is real and extends to

other variables, it implies that the key resul:s reporled, in text are if anything
-

donservative, sli4tly understating the'differe.nces between Bolivia and the'tinited

States.

58
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Table A. 'Correlations, means, standard deviations and regressions

on occupational s-6tus separately for male heads, of household, 20

or older (i) in the anthropological census and (ii) both in the

census and also in'the RISM sample survey.

10. (i) Census (ii) RISM sample

Lang.

(1)

Educ.

(2)

0cc.
(3)--

Lang.

(1)

Educ.

(2)

0cc.

(3)

Correlations

.44

.15

2.0

.63*

.01*

:

'.44

. ,

.32

3.1

3.4

2.75

.31

.15

.32

51

30

10%

.41

:10

2.0

0.7

-.99*

-.02*

.41

.30

'/

3.2

3.4

2.52

.31

.10

.30

.

54,

.28,

- --

---

9%

(1).Languaie

2) Education .
.

(3) OccUpation

Means

Standard Deviations

,

Redress von statistics

bt's on occupation

Vs On occupation

R
2

on occupation

kot significant at p<.05
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APPENDIX B. Correlations, means and standard deyiations for various versions of occupational status for

Bolivia (aboVe diagonal) and the United States (below diagonal) separately.- See text for definitions;

decimals omitted.
.

Father's occupation

Variables scoring procedures. 1-F 1-S'

Father's occupation
_Procedure 1, scores from Father 6 1.918/

Procedure 1,scores fromsSon- 99a

Procedure 2, scores frbm Father 97 97

Procedure 2, scares from Son 95 97

Ethnographic procedure (Eth) 77
r

73
ir

Prestige (Pst) ' 37, \29
,

4
Son's occupation'
Procedure 1, scores from Father 41 41

Procedure 1, scores from Son .42 . 42

PrOcedure 2, scores from Father 42 41

Procedure 2, scores from Son 43 42

Ethnographic procedure (Eth) _ 39 38
cp

Prestige (Pst) 29 27
-

/
1

Father's education i .4.1 39

Son's education 43 42
y

Wealth (Bolivia) or income (US) 30 ° 29

Mean j Bolivia 26 25
t

U.S. 42' 43

Statdard Bolivia 35 33

Deviation U.S. , 34 ,32

2-F 2-S Eth Pst

,

98 91 90 59,

-98 94 93 - 64

97 94/ 62'

98. . 95 63

79 74 70

36 25 '64

41 40 36 18

42 41 35 17 98

r'42 41 4 47.. 1 °8

43 43 37 16

40 38 40 '23

29 26 33 -,26
c

42 40 48 34

43 42 42 24

31 29 31 18

27 126 a 37
b

'39 38 a ' 41b

35 35 a 12b
27 28 a 10b

Son's occupation L" F's S's

Ed Ed

Wlth

or 8.1-F .1 -S - 2-S Eth Pst

\ l.--;\
61 62 63 63 62 29 62 \58 49

59 61 62 63 62 30 S5 '59 51

t\59 61 62 64 63 30 65 59 51
,

.

55 57 59 .62 60 29 64 58' 50

54 56 58, 61 61 32 61 52

37 38 39 40 42 '33 45 33

,r( -,-., .

98 97 91 88 46 45 53
- ,

53 v,

. m

98 93 92 46 48 55 55

95 , 93 97 94)' 42 48 ;),55 55

93 94 97 . 95 44 51 56 56

82 80 83° 82 58 55 6 60

71
4c. 4

67 66 62 80
I- t

37 414 37

. .

28 27 28 28 32 27 69 51
%.

53 52 .53 54 60, 52 43 .

41 40 43 42 148 40 22 -39

,
. b

32 30 34 32 a 39 2 2 a.

60 60 54 53 a 42b 8 11 a

135 33 36 35 a llb 3.6 3.7 a

28 25 23 22 a 12b 3.9 3.5 a

a. Not measured in comparable' units.
b. Treimanis (1977) SIOPS prestige units,'not.coMparable with other occupational scores. 61
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APPENDIX C Correlations, means and standard'devilitions separately for

pre-revolutionary, revolutionary, and post-revolutionary

cohort in Bolivia. (N=628, 271, and 169 respectively)

''F's bcc
Variable and Cohort

F's Ed tang Ed Occup

F's Occ: Father's Occup. Status
--T

Pre-revolutionary * .69 .59 .63 .53

Revolutionary * .72 .52 .59 .44

Post-revolutionary '* .65 .57 - .61 .57

F's Ed: Father's Education
Pre-revolutionary 6.9 * .54 . .70 .48

Revolutionary .72 . * .51 .70 .46

Post-revolutionary .65 * .50 .72 .49

Lang: Parents' Language
.59 .54 °. * .49 .40Pre-revolutionary

Revolutionary .52 .51 * .0 .33

Post7revolutionary .57
te
50 * .40 .24

Ed: Son's Education .

.70/ .49Pre-revolutionary: .... : .63 * .56

Revolutionary a .59 .70 .40 * .56

Post-revolutionary .61 .72 .40 * .53

Occup: Son's First Occupation
Pre-revolutionary .53 .48 .40 .56 .*

Revolutionary- .44, .46 ' .56

Po.st-revolutionary .57 .49 .24 .53

Means -

Pre-revplutionary.-..., 25 . 1.91 ill''.40 2.22 31

Revolutionary
°Post-revolutionary

22

26*
*

1.56,

1.49

.36

:38

2.51
3.15

27

30
. .

Standard Deviations .

Pre-revolutionary ,26 .- 3.81 .49 3.75 25

Revolution ry 24 3.40 .48 3.47 22

Post-revo tionaryi . .27 2.90 .49 3470 23

Variables are defined in.text. .

ti
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'FOOTNOTES

1. We use the term "peasants" broadly to.inciude not only the ideal type "rural

cultivators whose surpluses are transferred to a dominant group'of rulers that uses

the surplus both to underwrite its own standard of living and distribute the remainder
*

to groups in society that dc!) not farm but must be fed for their specific goods and ser- .

vices inturn" ,(Wolf ,1966A pp. 3-4) but also farm laborers and other landless rural

workers', small traders, and other members, of the exploited rural masses.

2. We have inaind the notion that inequality is greater where differences be-

tween rich and poo'r are large and widespread, i.e. where the differences between oge

person and another ame largeton the average. The standard deviation is a familiar

measure ofthis aspect of inequality and is now widely used to measure inequality in

edudation, occupation and income (e.g., Jencks et al. 1972; Mincer 1974); it also

links.naturally with the formal theory that underlies our predictions. In the past,

inequality was more cpmmonly measured by the Gini or other coefficients based on the

Lorenz curve. Iiike the standard deviation, the Gini is a measure of variance 'but it

is based on the absolute value of the difference between individuals' scores rather

than the standard deviation's squared difference; the two are comparable and mono-

tonically related (Paglin 1975, p. 601). The 'Gini adjusts for differences in the mean

.4
while the standard deviation does not. Thu, for example, if everyone's,intome doubles

the Gini is unaffected but the 'standard deviation is d6abled. Doubling income also

doubles the gap between rich and poor -- so a poor man has twice- as large a g p to

overcome if he is to live like a rich one and his son has twice the handicap -- and

that increases inequality in a familiar and reasonable sense of the term. So we pre-

fer a measure, like the standard deviation, that reflects such changes. With this
ti

. exception, the chdice of measure in practice, makes no real diffeNnce. The correla-0.

I
tion between the Gini and the.cOrresponding measure baSedpn the §tandard deviation,

computed over the income distributions of 56 countries, is,.84(computed from Paukert

1973, Table.6); other popular measures' are.highly correlated with the Gini and so pre-

sqmably Ath,,the standard deviation(Alker and Russett 1964, report correlations aver-

aging .87 computed over various data Of practical interest).

631,

7
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'3. "Status inheritance" refers to a'lack of pure (YasUda 1964 mobility and we
4

measure it by the product-moment cormlationlletween father's and son's status. It
13

focuses on the' extent to which sons' status Is influenced by 'fathers' status -- on

the amount of rigidity in the status structure -- regardless of whether sons-rise
3.

above their fathers or sink below them. If sons from high status families always main-
.

, o p,,

1
'i( ,

.

stain their advantage over'sonp"from lower status families, the're has been 'complete
;.

, . . 1.
.

.

status inheritance even when all sons have higher or lower) status than their fath-

4 .

ers. This is the aspect of social mobility, that interests us, an interest widespread

in'the field (e.g., Blau and Duncan 1967; Kelley and Perlman 1971; Treiman apd Terrell

1975). To avoid confusion, w.# have not used the more general term "social mobility".
o

4.- In exceptional circumstances, a revolution might'v'Ven increase it, if phy-

eical capital played a m,inor role before the revolution and human capi,fal had a

greatly incr4ased payoff afterwards. But that is unlikely in the predominantly pea-

sant societies we are considering. Furthermore phytica/C:77.1al plays a major role

in transmitting human capital frgm one generation to the next -- wealthy parents, are

better able to pay school fees and suplibet their~ children while in school -- so eCo-

nomic redistribution will reduce theinheritance of human capital; which tends to

decrease status inheritance; see equation (3) below.

1,
5. Especially for the peasantry (ti ed to the land, they were usually subject to .

effective control and steIngent restrictions)end residents of small rural towns (also. .

. ,

subjedt to effective control) but less to'residents of.lapge urbah areas and perhaps

.not At all for wor4 n; in large plantatiOns and rural industries (revolution does ot
a .

basically change their opportunity structure anot.their wages are often subject to

political control afterwards).

6. In principle peasants might devote'their new opportunities solely to leisure

rather than accumulation; king only long enough to earn their customary wage. Blit

e.

9

in practice they are poor nough, and materialistic enough,.not to do that; earlier

claims that they woulogtave been generally abandoned now that systematic data are av-.

1

ailable-(Miracle and Fetter 1970).

7. The social and economic restraints which re-revolutionary Peasants created

, 64
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,

.

/ ,

to restrict Inequality Will in practice be eroded, "f not destroyed, by revolution and

the expansion of economic opportunities. In much of .Kaditional Latin America, or
. .

example, tte fiesta system effectively exchanged wealth for prestige, inhibiting the
4 ........t

growth of economic inequality (Candian 1965). As a man's-career progressed he tookon
ct

an orderly system of lesser fietta offices *HA paralleled his
_
growing power and in-

.

fluence, culminating in his fifties with a major-political role in the traditional com-

munity government and spohsorship of a major and expensive fiesta. After the revolu-

a

tion peasawtsare usually unwilling&to exhaust their savings in this.way, in part be-
1/2

cause the economy provides alternative attractions but in part because the prestige

obtained by sponsoring a fiesta declined. Much of the prestige Caine from the intimate
, 0

association with power in the traditional pol.tical system and revolution breaks that

down, creating new sources of powerseparate om the traditional offices and usually

dominated by younger, more cosmopolitan leaders with little irac<lvement in.the fiesta
,

syste

1.

e measuredneTialityloy the standard deviation (see footnote 2) and increas-

r

ing everyone's income by some factor, k, also increases the standard deviation by k.

9. The standd deviation, our measure of inequ4ity, is of course.a simple
. \
function of the (squared) deviatIpn from As peasants get closer to the mean,

e ,01
. -

the cation decreases and as they get further apay from it it incr ses.

10!"' Inequality'actually begins to increase somewhat before they reach the mean.
. 0

,

As they improve their position, that will usually raise the mean fi5r, the societ as a
<

whole and poor peasants w> A then,be further behind, which increaserrnequality.

'. .

11. These dat a are from.the communist revolution in Poland. The correlation be-
4,1

. 1 ' k . A ,
i t%

(4 tweet fither's and'on's occupational status (dichotomized into manual7non-manual) in-v---
, ...

.. ' .

Pkand was .63 for cohorts coming of age before World War II, .58 during the war; .43

at the beginning of the communist period, and .51 for later (1956-1968) cohOrts (com-
'. g- , .

puted from Zagorski 14'71; N = 326b). ,

.0 .

12. This is somewhat offset by thy increasing importanee of education (i.e. in-

,
. ,

in-

creasing predicted by Hypothesis 2. In psoptice that is likely to be smaller than
,--

65
0
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the effects of a
fw

and a
fh.

It inv Ives only half the terms in equation (3). Increas-

ing h will also increase a
fw

(since it increases the returns the father gets from. this

educational resources) and the jobs for which education matters area small fraction

of the tptal inmost peasant- societies.

.
13. 'Without changing our, conclusions, the aggregate could'be any function which0

increases.whenever any of its components increases and whose variance increases when-

ever, any of their variances increase. Assume, plausibly, that having one resource

(education, skills, motivation, 'ability, luck, etc.) does not systematically entail a
,

loss of others, so that the corr) ations among resources are positive or zero.? Then

any (positively weighted) average of them, a multiplicative Cobb-Douglass function-of

them, and a variety of other specifiC functions all have the required characteristics.

2
14. -The sum of (1 + r + r: + + rn- .1 ),is (r

n
1)/(r - 1)a in general or

((l+saveint)n-1)/(1+saveint-1) in this case.

,1;

15. Both expressions are of the general form aWEALTH + b + c(HUMANCAP+OTHER.),

where a, b and c are constants and WEALTH and (HUMANCAP+OTHERY are 'variables, 'The

standard deviation of the sum,is a funCtion o means and standard deviation'of

each variable and the covariance between them. We assume that inherited wealth is

either positively correlated with human capital and other resources, or uncorrelated;

th
it follows that wealth in the n year also has a positive or zero correlation. Hence

the standard detiation will be an increasing function of a, of c, and of the variance

in wealth, human capital and other resources. Since.b.is the same for everyone, it

does not contribute to inequality in the n
th

year (the time specified in equations 6

and 7) but it does contribute to inequality for the whole population. People who hgve,

worked for ohly a fpw years will have had only a few years to save but people who have

q.

worked for many years,will have many years of savings and so more accumulated.Fealth; e

hence even an across the board

This effect will, howeiler, be sma

ease in wages produces some inequality (Paglin 1974).

compared to the others and we ignore it.

66
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16. We thank them for making these valuable data available..

17. There are 1,479 male heads in the town census which would make the sample

76%'of,the population. The census figure is an undercouht since entire families

were occasionally absent at the census time. But even allowing a pessimistic two

hundred, missing families.still means the sample is-just over-two-thirds of the popu-

la4t ion.

1 . Given the finandial constraints and the original investigator's strong
.

interest in community decision making,in this male dominated society, the'limitation

is not unreasonable. Over two-thirds of the women are housewives or unpaid Emily

farm workers.

19. We follow the Bolivian census's\-ieneroug convention of considering only

those with no schooling as illiterate. '

. . 11-
id,

, )

20. We .projected forward the age-specific ilaiteracy rates for 1950 (Republica
,.

.0
, -

,

de Bolivia 1955, p. 112) to the corresponding cohorts,in our data.and'estimated rates
)1 \ ,

1 /.
,
for the younger cohorts "t- assuming that the secdlar decline (abqut 8% per decade

, J

since the turn of the century 'continued.

,

21. Correlations among the variableS with which we will be mainly concerned
., . .

,

(education, occupation; father'aledUcation,and father's occupation) differ in absolute
7

value by an average of less thanJ.02,pnder 4% of their value, while regression
.

coefficients differ by even less.

22: Exact Significance tests for weighted samples are =rot readily available

but since we kept the adjusted N equal to.the true one and the unweighted regression

results,are virtually'identicalito the weighted ones, thd approximation, should be 416

very close.

23. The theory is geherally that revolution affects inequality and that in
.. .... .

turn.is the cause bf changes in the amount of status inheritance.

011
24. We factor analyzed a varietnwof.peasures of standard of living and constructed

,
- _

.
. , tx

a factor weighted average of house size, number of servants, sanitary facilitieg,

z

_,
.

('
:

e -

4
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floor type, and electricity. (The resulting scale is essentially identical to the

one based on average years'oredpcation.). The scores are:

approximately; in fact it,is often used with dichotomous (dummy)

Elite white collar...100
High white collar 70

Skilled modern
collar..: 64

& sales 60

Small business ...... tr 56
,Skilled traditional

blue collar 28

gnskilled non-farm 28

Large farmep ... : ......
\\

Specialized farmer..31 "
Specialized fan

worker 30

Small farmer & "-

farm worker ,..0

25. It does not reqdirefthat the independent variables be

such uses it is mathematically identical to analysis of variance

Klett 1972, Oh. 174, a procedure a ch is'commonly and correctly

variables:

continuous, even

variables. In

(e.g. Overall and

O

used for discrete
A o

26. We use conventional analysis Of'covariance proceddres obtained by the use

of interaction terms in ordinar last squares regression (e.g. Goldberger 1968).
P

Since we ar/comparing two t es of society, pre-revolutionary and revolutionary,

we have adjusted the number of cases to be in..the two periods; oAerwise the
,

, 4-
results,would be af cted by the accident that our pre-revolutionary cohort is

...--

much larger than our revolutionary cohort. Thi4was done by weighting the pre-

revolutionary

. , -

cases down

revolutionary period, giving 542 cases

the ca ions are th based'on a

to make the 'total number equal to the act(141 number in the

The, model includes the variables f Table j/-, age, and the apprqpriate interaction

n all:, this is.abionservative procedure since
.

aller nub er of cases than we-actually hav,

te". a -.a.

27Q Unstandardized a fficients are, as is wellknown, more appropriate for

. 1W' , . ,

comparing different periods Since they are unaffected by differences in the standard
,-,

1 .. .

.

deviations in the two.periods. The' standardized coefficients ape however useful
a

, t
since they permit a comparison of variables measured in ak'differenimetric, e.g.

. 1
,

.

68
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occupation and education, and many readers will find them more familiar. In practice

the standard deviations in all three time periods are much the same, so "standardi2ed

coefficients can be compared in different periods with little risk.

28.. The distinction between direct and indirect CeNds GM the model. Here

we have a measure of education (which also serves as a reasonable prox for some

other forms of huma n capit4) and so the effects that are indirect through education,

are explicitly measured. We have no comparable measure of physical capital, influence,

or the-like so the effects that operate throu40 them appear as'direct effects of
,v

father's occupation in_our model, although they would appear,as indirect effects in

another model that had explicit measuAs of those variables., The inference that

the direct effects_of father's occupatiOn reflect these r*.ther than other unmeasured

variables is, of course, somewhat problematic, although the argument for it is not
ie.

unpersuasive (e.g. Kelley 1977)-. The calculatiOn-of
1
indirect'effects'is straiOnt-

forward here; the total effect of father's education for example, is 1.3 in the

pre-revolutionary Period (line 7, Column 1) 4t drops to 0.2 when son'' education

is included in the regression equation (line 7, column 4) and that drop of 1.1

.

(i.e. 11;3 - 0.2) is the in rect effect via son's edtcatiop.

29. This is evidett in Bolivia as the total effect of father's education is

appreciable (line 7, columns 1, 2 or 3) but the direct effect is both substantive*

)',.

c and statistically insignificantAcolumns 4, 5 or 6), indicating that there is no

I
4

farther advantage to having an ucated father once'son's level of schooling is

fixed.

30. For this'aTlysis we have weighted the revolutionary period down so it

has the same number of cases_as the post-revolutionary procedure which is conceptually. 1

,

correct but reduces thgliumber of cases in both periods combined to modest 338.

The regression model includes the variables of Table 1,,age, and appropriate interaction

terms to perform the analysis of dbvarianoe.
46

31. I have omitted farmers since no status distinctions can be made among

,
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e.

theftl'and their rank with respect to white and blue collar workers is unclear
,

.

..,r.-.

Including them as blue collar, the best guess, leads to the same substantive conclusions
. .

as given in text.

V

V

c

11.
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